






TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
Hours; Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
& 4:00 to 6:00 PM or by appointment
TAX COLLECTOR: CHARLOTTE H. PRATT - 847-3029
Hours: Thursday 1:00 to 3;00 PM or by appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770
Monday 7 PM to Close of Business - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 10:30 am to 2:30 PM Secretary available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
Hours; Saturday & Sunday, 9; 00 AM to 400 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday 1:00 to 400 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID- 352-1 100
FIRE & RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 352-1 100
FIREWARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden - 446-7144
Lewis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL:
Joan Zelasny - 446-7502 or 446-3302
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM & Saturday - 9:30AM to 10:30AM
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Meetings as needed - To be posted
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Meet third Monday of April, June, August & October - 7:30 PM at the
Town Hall, will be posted.
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
Meet first Tuesday of month at the Town Hall - 7:00 PM
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD
Meet second Tuesday of the month at 400 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Anyone who wishes to appear before the Board should, ifpossible, contact the
Chairman a week prior so that your name may be placed on the Agenda
BOARD MEMBERS:
Mary Eaton - AAb-ZAA2
Helen Bouchard - 446-22 1
7
Brenda Howard - 446-7446
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Opens last Sunday of June through August - Services begin 10:00 AM
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Hearings when needed - to be posted






FOR THE YEAR ENDING
DECEMBER 31, 1994
FRONT COVER;
Stoddard Center. Taken from School Street on January 28, 1995
Photo by Leigh Fosberry
It is or no small commendation to manage a little well. To live well
in abundance is the praise of the estate, not of the person. I will
study more how to give a good account of my little, than how to make
it more.
- Joseph Hall
Photo by Steve Hooper, Keene Sentinel
IN MEMORY
Melvin L. Bull
September 27, 1912 - November 7, 1994
This Town Report is dedicated to the fond memory of one of our most
renowned citizens, Melvin L. Bull. A resident of Stoddard for 58
years, Melvin was a founding member of our Fire Department. In
recent years much attention has been given to Melvin's elected
position as Liquor agent. He has been featured by several papers for
both the unusual position and his unequaled character. His
spontaneous wit and lovable demeanor are part of the fiber of this
town, Stoddard has been most fortunate to share Melvin with his wife
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TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Term expires 1 997
Term expires 1995
Term expires 1996



















BOARD OF FIRE WARD
Term expires 1995
Term expires 1995




SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECK LIST
Barbara Jones, Chairperson Term expires 2000
Prlscilla Holland Term expires 1996
Kathleen Plgnataro Term expires 1 998
PLANNING BOARD




















Gordon Gannett Term expires 1 995
LIQUOR AGENT
Melvin Bull Term expires 1995
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
(by Appointment)
Robert Cowie, Chairperson (resigned),












John Lightbody, Jr , JoAnne Carr, Phyllis Sawyer, Alan Rumhl
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Selectmen
REPRESENTATIVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
William A. (Bill) Riley
Nelson
SELECTMEN'S NARRATIVE
1994 was a good year for the Town of Stoddard. We were able to upgrade
and repair several roads, purchase the New Rescue Vehicle, address the
"Owner Unknown Properties", repair some broken head stones in the
cemetery, replace the oil tank at the Town Hall, put monies in capital
reserve funds for the purchase of property and the Shedd Hill Bridge and
pay for half the emergency repairs to a Fire Truck. These projects and the
monies spent, did increase our taxes, but only modestly because of
changes initiated by the Board of Selectmen over the last several years.
These changes decreased our cost on Insurance, and Interest on tax
anticipation loans substantially. We will continue to make changes to
reduce cost and in fact the 1994 Town Reports will cost $1,000 less than
last year's.
The biggest changes at the Selectmen's office this year was the hiring of
an additional Administrative Assistant. While on the surface this may
seem extravagant it has turned out to be the best thing for the town
offices. Let us explain. In Nay the Selectmen hired Denise Pratt to do
research on the 24 properties that were in the Tax Blotter as "Owner
Unknown" . The result of this is that only 1 1 properties continue to be
listed as "Owner Unknown" most of which will be deeded to the Town
through Tax deeds late this spring. During the late Spring Gloria Harper
requested two weeks off to go on vacation, We talked about Denise
working during this time to cover. This arrangement worked so well that
when Gloria returned she and Denise spoke with the Selectmen, We
unanimously agreed that this dual coverage was needed. When the
Selectmen meet both during regular and any additional work session one of
them is available. We have two very conscientious people, who help us
look out for the Town's best interest. Thank You Both!
We also would like to Thank the other Office and employees of the Town.
Did you know that Joan Read has been the Town Clerk for 17 years, or that
Charlotte Pratt has been Tax Collector for 15 years. The expertise and
knowledge these women have is great and Thank You just doesn't seem to
say enough,
Barbara Rockwell has been the Deputy Tax Collector for several years.
This year she will be retiring. She will be greatly missed especially
during taxbilling time, when we usually find her and Charlotte watching
the printer, Thank You Barbara!
During the summer of 1995 many of you will miss Harold Sullivan at the
Recycle Center. Harold is going to take this summer off, but he plans to be
back in 1996. The Wednesday afternoon hours will be covered by Bob
Kirker, JR. Bob and Wendy will both be working weekends as usual. The
Selectmen (especially Brenda) really appreciate that Kirker's never call in
sick THANK YOU! We also hope that we will continue to see Bob Kirker, SR.
on occasion, He has done voluntary work for us since he retired in January
of 1994, Bob ran the Recycle Center for the last 5 years. We wish him
good health and THANK him for his service.
Rich and Besty Follansbee have been keeping the Town Hall clean and the
Library and Town Hall lawns cut, Joan Zelasny just completed her second
year of a three year term as Treasurer, Joan is also the Animal Control
Officer, There are many dogs, cats and people that aprreciate Joan's
devotion to the well being of all animals. Our Police Department and Fire
Department have responded willingly to many calls and reguest over the
year. Thank You all!
A dedicated group of residents helped make this year's Old Home Days
Weekend was one of the Best, When people ask why do you like Stoddard?
We can honestly say that "We don't always all agree but, we all respect
each other and enjoy the riches that our diversified personalties provide."




Brenda J Bryer Louis GrandPre John Halter
"Government is a trust, and the officers of the Government are Trustees;
and both the trust and the trustees are created for the benefit of the
people. " -Henry Clay
TOWN OF STODDARD
TOWN WARRANT
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the said County of Cheshire in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on Fourteenth (14th) day
of March 1 995 at One (1 1 :00 AM) of the clock in the morning, to act upon the following subjects:
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1 1:AM TO 7:PM.
ART. 1 : To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year,
ART. 2: To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendments and additions to the
Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance as proposed by the Stoddard Planning Board.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday the Twenth-f irst
(21st) day of March 1995 at Seven (7:00PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the
following articles 3 through 37;
ART. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of J 1 2,000 to provide
the town with a street numbering system for Enhanced 91 1 Service.
ART. 4. To See if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $620 as its share for
the support of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Services
ART. 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,800 as its share
for the support of the Home Health Care and Community Services.
ART. 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,000 as its share
for the support of the Community Kitchen.
ART. 7.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 as its share for
the support of the Southwestern Community Service Inc.,
ART. 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $460 for the repair of
Herbert Jean's boat motor, which was damaged during Lay Monitor Testing. This article
requested by the Conservation Commission..
ART. 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the operation
of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.
ART. 10. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $970 for the Lay
Monitoring Program.
ART. 1 1. Shall the Town accept the provisions of R5A 31:95-b providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing Indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the selectmen to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by the town
meeting, unanticipated money from a state, federal, or other governmental unit or a private
source which becomes available during the fiscal year. This authorization will remain in effect
until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting. (Majority vote required)
ART. 12. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept gifts of
personal property, other than cash, to the municipality for any public purpose. This authoriza-
tion in accordance with RSA3l:95-eandshall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the
municipal meeting. (Majority vote required).
ART. 13. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by auction or by
advertised sealed bid, or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may
require properties acquired by the Town through Tax Collector's deeds in accordance with R5A
80:42
ART. 14. Shall the Town accept the provision or RSA 33:7 providing that any town at an annual
meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority,
the selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes, (riajortty vote required).
ART. 15. To see ir the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $6,675 for the
operation and maintenance of the Davis Library
ART. 16. Shall the Town accept the provisions of RSA 202-A4-C providing that any town at an
annual meeting may adopt an article authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such
authority, the public library trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by
the town meeting, unantcipated money from a state, federal or other governmental unit or a
private source which becomes available . (Majority vote required)
ART. 1 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $55,000 for the
operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling and Transfer Station.
ART. 18. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 5,8 15 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for the ensuing year
ART. 1 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Antrim
ambulance service for the ensuing year
ART. 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $7,500, to refurbish
the tank and rear body of the 1976 International Fire Trucl< referred to as (n4) in order to
extend the useful life of this vehicle.
ART. 21. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under the provisions
of RSA 35:1 for the purpose of a front line pumper replacing the 1955 FWD referred to asm and
to raise and appropriate $25,000 to be placed in this fund. The selectmen and fire department
recommend this appropriation (Majority vote required).
ART. 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire warden, to inciude the purchase of equipment, meetings and
training
ART. 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1 03,865 to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year.
ART. 24. To see ir the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to restore &
microfilm two (2) volumes of old town records.
ART. 25.T0 see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 as operating
budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year.
ART. 26. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $682 for membership
to the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the coming year.
ART. 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,100 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment.
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ART. 28. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,675 for the
operating budget or the Stoddard Police Department-
ART. 29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a lease
agreement for the purpose of leasing a Police Cruiser for the Police Department, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,868 for the first ( 1 st) year's payment for that purpose. This lease
contains an "escape clause". (Majority vote required) The Selectmen and Police Chief
recommend this article,
ART. 30. To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000 for the
purchase of a used Police Cruiser,
ART. 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $105,000 for winter
and summer maintenance, emergencies & planned repair of Town roads and bridges,
ART. 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $60,000 to purchase
land referred to as Tax map 421 Lot 1 1 ,2 for the relocation of the Stoddard Transfer Station
consisting of approximately 52 acres and to authorize the withdrawal of thirty-six thousand five
hundred dollars plus accruing interest ($36,500^) from the capital reserve fund created for that
purpose. The balance of twenty-three thousand five hundred ($23,500) is to come from general
taxation. The selectmen recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required),
ART. 33.T0 see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to add to a
Capital Reserve fund created in 1 992 for the purchase of land and or buildings for future Town
use
ART. 34. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be added
to theSheddHill Bridge replacement Capital Reserve Fund established in 1994 The selectmen
recommend this appropriation, (Majority vote required),
ART. 35. To see If the town will vote to discontinue the office of Liquor Agent, and remove
said position from the ballot. The Selectmen and Mrs Avis Bull recommend this article, (Majority
vote required)
ART. 36. To see if the town will vote to discontinue the office of Surveyors of Wood and
Lumber, and remove said positions from the ballot. The Selectmen and Town Clerk recommend
this article, (Majority vote required)
ART. 37. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this thirteenth day of February In the year of our Lord,
nineteen hundred and ninety five.


























Interest on Tax Anticipation Loans
Total Budged Town Charges
APPROP
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY




Year End December 31, 1994
ASSETS
Funds in the Custody of Treasurer
Fleet Bank $56,046.34
Granite Bank 212.468.31







SUMMARY OF RECEIPTS- 1994
ELECTION. REGI5TRTI0N & VITAL STATS
DOGS
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1994
















WARREN & ARLIE MACKENZIE
TIMOTHY & CYNTHIA WOLLAEGER
JAMES & BRENDA BRYER
JAMES CHAMPNEY
DONALD HOLLAND
ROBERT & JULIA HARDY
JOHN & VIVIAN WILCZAK
TYLOR SAWYOR & MARY HEAFEY
THOMAS YQCONO
LOUISE JOHNSON













LAUREN & BRENDA HOWARD
ANDREW & GAIL DEMAS I














SALE OF TOWN REPORT
CHAMPNEY HEALTH LIEN RELEASED

























































































































MACLEAN HUNTER MARKET REPORTS
MCAULIFFE, INC.
NEW ENGLAND BUSINESS SERVICE, INC.
NEW ENGLAND TOWN CLERK AS50





STARK AND SON MACHINING
SUSANNE T. WELLWOOD
TREASURER, STATE OF NH
SALARY
TOTAL ELECTION-REGISTRATIONS
ARTICLE *I8 FAX MACHINE































LORING, SHORT & HARMON
nACCONNECTION
MCAULIFFE, INC.
NH ASSOCIATION OF ASSESSING OFFICI
NH MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION








TREASURER, STATE OF NH
TREASURER, STATE OF NH
P5NH
ROY BROS OIL CO , INC
TOTAL OLD FIRE STATION
PSNH




HARDING PLUMBING AND HEATING







ART * 34 OIL TANK REPLACEMENT
ELECTRIC
PLACE IN THE WOODS
R&R COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
RICHARD A. SHERBURNE, INC.
TREASURER, STATE OF NH
TOTAL POLICE
ANTRIM AMBULANCE SQUAD
















CITY OF KEENE FINANCE DEPT.
CONWAY ASSOCIATES, INC
CURRY PRINTING & OFFICE SUPPLIES
EXTINGUISHERS PLUS
EXTINGUISHERS PLUS















INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & SUPPLY CO., IN

















MUNICIPAL TRUCK PARTS, INC.











5&J AUTO PARTS, INC.
SHANNON SARCIONE
STEVE FELLOWS






FIRE WARDEN ARTICLE* I 1
FIRE WARDEN






















JOHN H. BURROUGHS TRUCKING, INC.
RICHARD WOODBURY
DAVID VAILLANCOURT























CURRY PRINTING & OFFICE SUPPLIES
HAMSHAW LUMBER INC.
HAROLD J. SULLIVAN










ROBERT H. KIRKER, JR
ROBERT KIRKER, SR.
S & J AUTO PARTS, INC.
TATTER5ALL ELECTRIC CO,









































TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUND


















TOTAL LIENS & COST
REBATES & OVER PAYS
BERTHA ANDERSON ESTATE
BETSY KUNZ
CHESTER & DEBRA LEVERING
DAVID ABELY
FRED & E5TELLE DAVIS
LORETTA & LAURIE MCLAUGHLIN
NICHOLAS MEALY
PHILIP & LOUISE ED50N
RICHARD WHITNEY
ROBERT & CHRISTIE LEVANDOWSKI
TIMOTHY & CYNTHIA WOLLAEGER
TYLOR E. SAWYER
WARREN MOONEY
TOTAL REBATES & OVER PAYS
OTHER GOVERNMENTS
TREASURER, COUNTY OF CHESHIRE
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
TOTAL VILLAGE DISTRICT
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT 93-94 SCHOOL YEAR




TOTAL SELECTMEN'S ORDERS PAID
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER
1994
Town Clerk to Treasurer:




Fee on Fines 4.00
Total Dog Receipts il,875 50





Total Received from Town Clerk: $74,234.50




REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER (CONTINUED)
Selectmen's Office:
Copier Receipts 206.10
Building Permits issued 460.00
Rental of Town Hall 250.00
Current Use Fees 40.00
Tax Map Copies 142.00
Town Reports 10.00
Legal Fee Judgment i ,570 00
Postage 23.
Total Receipts from Selectmen's Office $2,678.39
ZBA
Fees 256.00
Total Receipts from ZBA J256.00
Planning Board *
Fees, postage, costs, etc. 603.45
Total Receipts from Planning Board $603.45
Supervisors of Checklist *
Checklist 5.00
Total Receipts from Supervisors $5 00
Fire Warden
Costs recovered 484.85
Total Receipts from Fire Warden $484.85
Deputy Tax Collector
Boat Fees 2,0 1 7, 1
2
Total Receipts from Deputy Collectors $2,017.12
Police
Pistol Permits Issued 300.00
Police Reports Furnished 30.00
Total Receipts from Police Department $330.00
Fire Department
Oil Spill Recovery 75.00
Total Receipts from Fire Department $75.00
Total Receipts from Departments $6,449.81
Receipts from Other Sources
Capital Reserve Withdrawal 2 1 ,828 60
State of NH Forest Lands RelmPursement 67.58
State of NH Block Grants 20,33406
State of NH Revenue Sharing 8,085.47
Staled Checks 90.93
Bank Fees and Costs recovered 60.00
NH Comp Funds Insurance - refund 1 6.89
Rabies Clinic with Town of Nelson/our share 1 75.60
Highland Communications 1 993 Franchise Fee 979.29
31
Receipts from Other Sources (Continued):
LandTitle/McLaugmin 2,42488
Lien Release/Champney 7,600 00
Internal Revenue Service - refund 36.00
NHMA Insurance/ collision damage 5,346 48
Advanced Recycling - refund (in error) 809. 15
Granite Lal<e Village District Assessment 876.00
Bank Error .30
Fleet Bank Interest 733.38
Granite Bank Interest 4,6 1 4.95
Tax Anticipation Note/Granite Bank 55,000.00
General Funds Transfers 988,000.00
Total Receipts from Other Sources $1,11 7,079.56
Total Receipts from all Sources 2,358,935.91
Beginning Balance January 1 , 1 994 12 1,1 18.-43
Total Funds Available 2,480,054.34
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid - 2,211,539.69
CASH ON HAND December 31, 1994 $268,514.65
* Additional Department Receipts included in Clerk Receipts $ 8.00 Planning Board
$10.00 ZBA
Account Transactions 1994






Withdrawals - New Check Order (10.65)
Amount Available 2,350,86
Interest Earned - Year Total 152.81
Balance of Account December 31, 1994 $2,503.67
GRANITE BANK "Repo Agreement"
Beginning Balance 00




Interest Earned - Year Total 4,462. 1
4
Balance December 31, 1994 $209,964.64
Fleet Bank "Now'
Beginning Balance $ 60,254.42
Deposits to Account 1,758,587.58
TOTAL 1.818,842.00




Interest Earned Year Total 733.38
Balance December 31. 1994 $ 56,046.34
Total Funds/ All Accounts December 31, 1994 $268,514.65
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
YEAR ENDED, DECEMBER 31. 1994
DR.
Uncollected Taxes Levies of: Prior
Beginning of year: 1994 1993
Property Taxes .00 77,67215
Resident Taxes ,00 .00
Land Use Change .00 .00
Yield Taxes ' 00 1,779 00
Utilities .00 .00
Taxes Committed to Collector:


































Granite Lake Village District




Beg, of Fiscal Yr.
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Yr:,






























Patrick Q Dalendina Diane Keene
(Spalding) Dalendina
Casey J. Hayes Helen Marie Peterborough
(Clark )Hayes
Andrew Jon Demasi Gail Keene, NH
(Kennedy) Demasi
Tyler James Champney Roanel Earl Champney Amy Lynn Keene, NH
(5ilver)Champhey
Morgan Jade Kevin J. Monty Kimberely 6ay Peterborough
(Kendall) Monty
Christopher Henn Jeffrey D, Bush Angela Mlchele Peterborough
(Labrie) Bush
DEATHS
DATE NAME PLACE OF DEATH BORN FATHER/MOTHER
09-13-94 Oscar V/. Colby Wht. River Jet, Vt. New London, NH V/illiam Colby
10-24-94 George F, Richardson Keene, NH
1 1-01-94 Marjorle E. McMahon Keene, NH
11-07-94 MelvlhL, Bull Keene, NH
Fitchburg, MA Jasper Richardson
Laura Stacy-Furlong
Palmer, MA Lewis Record
Ethel Robinson
E. Granby, CT LeverettBull
RuthStowell
MARRIAGES
DATE NAMES PLACE MARRIED RESIDENCE BORN
06-23-94 Robert Haley, 111 Rindge, NH Stoddard, NH New Jersey
Elizabeth Land Martenis Stoddard, NH New Jersey
07-15-94 James Alfred Elliott, Jr. Stoddard, NH Stoddard, NH New Hampshire
Candace Darlene v/eaver Stoddard, NH New Hampshire
08-14-94 John Elmer Sims, Jr, New London, NH Stoddard, NH Massachusetts
Kimberly Jane O'Drien Stoddard, NH Massachusetts
08-27-94 Robert Evans King Stoddard, NH Thompson, CT New York
Anne Hastings Faulkner Arlington, MA Massachusetts
09-04-94 Robert Peter Lambert Stodard, NH Kassel, Germany Germany
Margot Geisser Kassel, Germany Germany
09-10-94 Robert G Blair, 111 Keene, NH Stoddard, NH Vermont
Ellen Harrington Stoddard, NH Massachusetts
10-01-94 Peter Wright Goodenough Keene, NH Stoddard, NH New Hampshire
Kristen Robyn Colby Stoddard, NH Vermont
11-05-94 Troy Raymond Prevost Stoddard, NH Stoddard, NH New Hampshire
Jennifer Deare Lucius Stoddard, NH New Hampshire
35





Herbert Swett 1 $ 6.50 17.00 08-04-94 $23.50
Kaien Gaberseck 1 1 13.00 (NEW) 08-11-94 13.00
Candy Wilder 1 9.00 (NEW) 08-23-94 9.00
Karen Gushing 1 6.50 (NEW) 08-30-94 6.50
Karen Chamberlain 1 6.50 (NEW) 08-30-94 6.50
Nora Phelps 1 9.00 (NEW) 09-01-94 9.00
Tara Moynihan 1 9.00 (NEW) 09-08-94 9.00
Steve Reilly 1 6.50 15.00 09-20-94 21.50
Ed Henion 1 9.00 (NEW) 10-06-94 9.00
Margaret Goddard 1 9.00 (NEW) 10-13-94 9.00
Vivian Wilczak 1 6.50 (NEW) 10-25-94 6.50
Jim Fennell 1 6.50 (NEW) 11-10-94 6.50
* The fee for persons aged 65 or older shall be $ 2.00 — RSA 466:4
39
status of Trust Funds, Stoddard, NH Jan 1, 1995
Checking Accounts:
Cemetary Trust Fund Acct 152.96
"NOW" CFX 01-09-1 15487
Town Cemetery Trust Fund 3,046.64
"NOW" CFX 01-09-199238
Education Fund Acct #150000261967 4,214.79





Common Trust Fund "#1" 2.yr CD (1 rate change)
CF^X 25025454 3/31/95 4.60% 25,010.52
Common Trust Fund "#2" 2.5yrCD
CFX 36-21659-3 1/3/95 5.83% 10,192.00
Town Cemetery "J" (sales of plots) 1.25yr CD
CF^X; 5-22686-8 2/21/96 6.00% 6,734.94
Land Acquisition "C-2" 2yr CD ( 1 rate change)
CFX 36-21745-3 4/17/95 4.65% 14,278.00
Land Acquisition "L" 2.5yrCD
CFX 36-25336-5 1/3/95 5.83% 6,124.27
Land Acquisition "N" 2yr CD (1 rate change)
CFX 5-26210-7 4/7/95 4.60% 5,665.09
Land Acquisition "O" 2yr CD ( 1 rate change)
CFX 85-27170-3 6/8/95 4.65% 5,377.88
Land Acquisition "Q" 1 yr CD
CFX 5 33075-4 8/2/95 3.75% 5,078.69
(Total in Land Acquisition 36,523.93)
Shedd Hill Bridge "P" 4 yr CD
CFX 32 33074-1 8/2/98 5.60% 20,471.85
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status of Trust Funds, Stoddard, NH Jan 1, 1995
Checking Accounts:
Cemetary Trust Fund Acct 152 96
"NOW" CFX 01-09-1 15487
Town Cemetery Trust Fund 3 046 64
"NOW" CFX 01-09-199238
Exlucation Fund Acct #150000261967 4 214 79





Common Trust Fund "#1" 2.yr CD (1 rate change)
CFX 25025454 3/31/95 4.60% 25,010.52
Common Trust Fund "#2" 2.5yrCD
CFX 36-21659-3 1/3/95 5.83% 10,192.00
Town Cemetery "J" (sales of plots) 1.25yr CD
CFX 5-22686-8 2/21/96 6.00% 6,734.94
Land Acquisition "C-2" 2yr CD ( 1 rate change)
CF^ 36-21745-3 4/17/95 4.65% 14,278.00
Land Acquisition "L" 2.5yrCD
CFX 36-25336-5 1/3/95 5.83% 6,124.27
Land Acquisition "N" 2yr CD (1 rate change)
CFX 5-26210-7 4/7/95 4.60% 5,665.09
Land Acquisition "O" 2yr CD ( 1 rate change)
CFX 85-27170-3 6/8/95 4.65% 5,377.88
Land Acquisition "Q" 1 yr CD
CFX 5 33075-4 8/2/95 3.75% 5,078.69
(Total in Land Acquisition 36,523.93)
Shedd Hill Bridge "P" 4yrCD






The following rules and regulations for the Stoddard Cemeteries, together
with the Laws contained in Chapter 289 of the State of New Hampshire
Statues constitutes the guidelines for the care and protection of the
Stoddard Cemeteries.
Note: Until such time as the Cemetery Commission appoints an active
Sexton, all duties delegated to the Sexton will be provided by the
Cemetery Commission.
Article 1 . No admittance to the cemeteries except on business. Such
business shall be conducted and permitted as follows:
1. Cemetery hours are sunrise to sunset.
2. Animals shall not be permitted in the cemetery.
3. Children under 18 years of age shall not be permitted within the
cemetery or its buildings unless accompanied by an adult.
•4. Fresh flowers are allowed at all times, and can be removed by
caretakers of the cemetery once the blooms have faded.
5. Due to limited funds and manpower, the Cemetery Commission and
Trustees can only assure proper care (moving, trimming, etc.) about
the grave stone itself. Flowers, plants and other modifications are
the private responsibility of relatives, etc. If, in the judgment of
the Commission these additions are inappropriate, neglected or
deteriorated, they will be removed. All artificial arrangements are
to be disposed of by the caretakers of the cemetery.
Article 2. Persons within the cemetery grounds shall use only the walks
or roads, and any person injured while walking on the grass except when
that is the only way to reach a plot, or while on any portion of the
cemetery other than the walks or roads, shall in no way hold the Town
liable for any injuries sustained.
Article 3. Besides being subject to these Rules and Regulations, all
interments and removals are made subject to the orders and laws of the
properly constituted authorities of the Town, County and State.
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Article A. The Sexton is hereby empowered to enforce all Rules and
Regulations and to exclude from the property of the town cemeteries any
person violating the same, and at all times shall have supervision and
control of all persons within the cemetery, including the conduct of
funerals, traffic and employees. To protect and promote the best interest
of the cemetery which may be needed from time to time, to meet
emergencies not covered by these Rules and Regulations.
Article 5. The Trustees of the Cemetery, therefore reserve the right
with-out notice, to make exceptions, suspend or modify any of these Rules
and Regulations when, in their judgment, the enforcement of a rule may
impose unnecessary hardship in a particular situation.
Article 6. Notice of interment must be given to the Cemetery Sexton at
least forty-eight (48) hours in advance of burial so the lot(s) can be
precisely marked.
Article 7. When for any reason, the interment space cannot be opened
where specified, the Sexton may, at his/her discretion, open it in such
location in the lot as he/she deems best and proper so as not to delay the
funeral. The Town shall not be liable in damages for any error so made.
Article 8. The Town reserves the right to correct any errors made by it
either in making interments, disinterments or removals, or in the
description, transfer or conveyance of any interment property.
Article 9. The Town shall in no way be liable for any delay in the
interment of a body where a protest to the interment has been made, or
when the Rules and Regulations have not been complied with.
Article 10. Every coffin buried in a lot or single grave must be enclosed in
a concrete, stone or other permanent vault of approved specifications.
Gravestones shall be installed on concrete foundations of approved
specifications.
Article 11. The certificate of ownership and these Rules and Regulations
and any amendments hereto shall be the sole agreement between the Town
and the plot owner.
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Article 12, As a special mark of respect to those who have served our
Country in its Armed Forces, the American Flag may be displayed on their
grave sites. All flags will be removed without notice as they become
soiled, faded, torn or otherwise unsightly; all flags to be removed by
October 1st.
Article 13. Lots may be purchased by individuals with a connection to
Stoddard, meaning a Stoddard taxpayer or relative thereof or else a
relative to former Stoddard residents or individuals previously buried in
Stoddard cemeteries. Cost shall be $100. for a 4 by 10 ft lot. Lots used
for interment of cremations can contain up to 2 cremations per lot.
Article 14. Funds derived from the sale of plots shall be credited to a
Common Perpetual Care Trust Fund with no fee being charged for the plot
itself. This purchase fee shall be considered as payment in full by the
buyer for care of the plot by the Town in perpetuity. This fee does NOT
include repairs to any monuments placed on the lots. In the case of
damage from vandalism or an act of nature, the purchasers of the stone
will be contacted, and the cost of such repair to the monument shall be
paid for by them; failing which, at the option of the Cemetery Committee,
the monument will be repaired and the cost of such repairs will be
assessed to the purchasers of the monument.
Article 15. Monuments: With the frost line frequently several feet into
the ground, all new stones vertically erected must have an appropriate
foundation of poured concrete 3 feet or more into the ground. The sexton
shall oversee the placement of all monuments to ascertain that a
sufficient base has been poured. Even this does not prevent instability.
Fortunately the gravestone people will correct leaning stones several
years after installation, and potential purchasers are urged to get this
written into their contracts with the monument people at the time of
purchase. At the time of burial, a temporary marker may be placed such as
a wooden cross, but, as above, if in the judgment of the Commission and
Trustees it be inappropriate, or deteriorated, it may be removed.
Article 16. In the event a plot is no longer needed or wanted by the owner
or heirs, it may be sold back to the Town for the price at time of original
purchase. Any accrued interest would have been diverted to care of the
cemetery; therefore, that amount would be forfeited.
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Approved by the Trustees of Trusts.. Stoddard Cemetery Commission and
the Selectmen September 26, 1994.
Lots may be purchased from Alan Rumrill who resides across from the
Addition to Old Cemetery on the road to Center Pond (Home Tel: 446-7447,
Office: 352-1895) Home address: Box 244, Stoddard, NH 03464. Purchase
price is $ 100. per lot.
Horse sense means seeing things two ways- how you want them to be and




We hereby certify that we have examined the records of the Selectmen.
Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer, Trustee of Trust Funds, Cemetery
Commission, Library Trustee, Planning Board and Boat Permit Fee Agent of
the Town of Stoddard, New Hampshire for the year ending December 31,
1993.
In our opinion, the aforementioned records together with their financial
statements and auditor's report present fairly the financial position and
the results of its operations and changes in it's financial position for the
year ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles,
applied using cash basis methods consistent with that of the preceding
year.
Verifications notices were sent (25) to the highest unpaid tax bills on
March 1, 1994 with request for responses for incorrect bills only.
Respectfully submitted:
Virginia R. 2k Louis E. GrandPre, Town Auditors
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STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE DEPARTMENT
This year we participated in and responded to a total of 117 emergency
calls and activities.
* 22 fire calls
* 13 medical calls
* 8 motor vehicle accidents
* 12 training drills
* 12 meetings
* 50 radio checks
The demands of the fire and rescue service seem to be changing with the
times. Our role as an emergency response unit is increasing and we must,
therefore, be prepared for just about any type of call.
This year, we faced a Hazardous Material incident involving oil which
threatened to contaminate our water supply. In this particular case, we
had to work with the EPA officials in limiting the damage caused. We also
responded to an accident scene this year which forced our rescue
personnel to deal with the potential of contaminated blood. Exposure of
our rescue volunteers to these types of materials requires knowledge,
training, and experience. We believe that we do a fine job in our
preparation for this type of emergency.
We would like to thank very sincerely all those who supported us in our
successful effort to add a Rescue Boat to our equipment. We raised our
goal of $8,000.00 and now have a boat in service capable of meeting any
water related emergencies we may encounter.
The new Rescue Truck has been ordered and the cab and chassis have been
received. The rest of the body and the interior are being readied and the
vehicle should be ready for the 1995 season. With the addition of this
vehicle, we expect to be in much better shape to respond to the growing
number and type of rescue needs in our town.
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The Town is served by two sump trucks, a 1955 FWD and a 1976
International. Both are obviously aged and in a condition that affects the
safety of the Town and our ability to respond effectively to fire
situations. We have come to the conclusion that it is in the Town's best
interest to refurbish the 1976 vehicle, making it our number 2 pumper and
retire the 1955 pumper. Thus we would need a new front line vehicle to
protect the town.
We all mourn the loss of our long time friend and fellow firefighter.
Melvin Bull. He and his family have been constantly strong in their
contributions and support of the Fire & Rescue Department. We will miss
him dearly and will continue to appreciate all he did for Stoddard.
Respectfully submitted:
Brian Cahill, Chief
Joe Sarcione, Deputy Chief
P.J. Lamothe, Rescue Captain
Wally Weaver, Captain
Dean Landale, Lieutenant
/ love the man that can smile in trouble, that can gather strength from
distress, and row brave by reflection. 'Tis the business of little minds to
shrink; but he whose heart is firm, and whose conscience approves his




This season was about average for the number of fires, but the average
size of fires was more than double the normal. We got off to a late start
in the Spring, but ended about 3 weeks later than normal. There were
several times we had serious fire potential. Due to your efforts in
contacting one of us the fire danger was down in Stoddard.
As you all know this year was Smokey Bear's 50th birthday celebration.
Both the party at the Colony Mill and the Fair were a big success.
Daily the State of New Hampshire Forest Fire Division gives us the class
day danger . I hope that the Class Day Warning Dial that we put up at the
beginning of the season was helpful. The Fire Towers were closed on
November 10th but had to re-open on the 17th for a few days when we
were running Class 4 and 5 Days. It looks good for opening most if not all
the towers next spring.
Again, remember if there is no snow cover on the ground then a Fire
Permit is required by State Law. You can request a permit by contacting
your Forest Fire Warden or an agent of the Warden.
Respectfully submitted:
Joseph Sarcione, Forest Fire Warden
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Forest Fire Warden
Lewis Clark, Deputy Forest Fire Warden
In addition to all the environments! benefits trees provide, eact)
American uses 45 cubic feet of v^ood and 68 I pounds of paper products
each year—the equivalent of what can be produced from one 18-inch dbh
tree, WO feet high. In addition to natural regeneration, this wood is
provided for future generations by the planting of five new trees for each
American every year.
The American Forest & Paper Association




Totals of Complaints Received
Category of Complaints Received Totals





















Fire & Rescue Assists 6
Citizen Assists 5
Total Hours of Training 105
Total Hours of Patrol 150
Total Hours 404
In 1994 we found a sharp increase in Vandalism &. Breaking and Entries,
Virtually all these cases were done by juveniles. We are asking the
cooperation of parents in keeping a better handle on their childrens
whereabouts. I believe the town needs to look into providing activities
for the children in town such as a ballfield or Community Center.
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Currently the Stoddard Police Department consists of two part-time
Police Officers who are on call twenty four hours a day. The Town does
not own a Police Vehicle. We are using our own personal vehicles and are
reimbursed for mileage. This has worked well in the past due to the
limited mileage we put on the vehicles. Unfortunately we are no longer
able to obtain Insurance for Police use on a privately owned vehicle.
Without insurance we can no longer do patrol, motor vehicle stops, or
transport arrest.
This year I am asking for the purchase of a used Police Vehicle. 1 believe
the purchase of a late model vehicle with low mileage would service the
Police Department for the next four to six years.
In 1992 I had the departments three shotguns evaluated by a factory
authorized Armour. All three shotguns were deemed unsafe and were
taken out of service. It was recommended that it would not be cost
effective to have them repaired. Since that time I have been analyzing the
merits of putting shotguns back in service. Shotguns are a standard issue
for many departments which are used for burglar alarms, felony stops,
weapons calls and other dangerous incidents. I feel the department also
has a need for Animal Control, such as rabid animals and for moose and
deer that need to be put down after being involved in Motor vehicle
accidents. So the three shotguns and two old revolver's were traded in on
two new shotguns. With proper care and maintenance these shotguns
should serve the department for fifteen to twenty years.
In closing, 1 would like to THANK, the Townspeople, the State Police,
County Sheriff and Local Police Agencies, for their support. I would also
like to THANK Joan Zelasny, and the Stoddard Fire & Rescue for their
cooperation and dedication.
I want to again encourage anyone that has a question or comment about the
police department to please let me know so that a proper response can be
made to the situation. We are here to serve you and the community at
large.
Respectfully submitted:
David Vaillancourt, Constable/Police Chief
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PLANNING BOARD
The Stoddard Planning Board met on the first Tuesday of each month at
7:00pm to conduct business. Citizens requested ten (10) preliminary
consultations with the Board. Two subdivision applications were accepted
and approved, one for a minor lot line adjustment/subdivision and
annexation and one for a minor subdivision. A third subdivision that
extends across our town line was approved by the Sullivan Planning Board
subsequent to notification of the Stoddard Planning Board.
As directed by RSA 1 55-E (d), the Planning Board conducted a survey to
identify active and abandoned excavation sites. The Board appreciates the
cooperation of Stoddard landowners in this matter.
Throughout the year, the Board has been working to draft Site Plan Review
standards and procedures as previously directed by Stoddard voters. When
approved, such reviews apply to the development, change or expansion of
tracts for non-residential uses and to multi-family dwelling units of
three or more dwelling units. Site Review regulations are intended to
guard against conditions that would involve danger or injury to health,
safety or prosperity of the community.
Southwest Region Planning Commission staff members have continued to
provide valuable consultation and advice to Planning Board members.
While the Commission has been able to keep its dues at the same level -
$1 per capita - for more than ten years, to meet expenses its Board has
recommended an increase to $1.10 per capita as of July 1995. Stoddard
membership fee would be $682.
The Planning Board appreciates the cooperation and good will of all who
have appeared before the Board this year. We hope that we have met the
standard of respect and fairness for all.
Respectfully submitted,
Patricia Campbell, Chairperson
Thought is the blossom; language the bud; action the fruit behind it.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS
1994 was a relatively quiet year for the Stoddard Zoning Board of
Adjustnnent. Only four cases were heard by the Board; two of thenn for
commercial variances from the Zoning ordinances, and the other two
relative a lot line setbacks.
Bob Cowie, our Board Chairman, who joined the ZBA on July 18, 1988, has
retired from National Grange Mutual, and sold his home here in Stoddard.
He and his wife Marge will be relocating in North Carolina. We are sad to
have him leave the board as he kept things running smoothly for so long!
Our best wishes to you both!
We welcomed two new members to the board; Eric Kiehn and Doris Palonen.
That gives us a full board of 5 but we are desperately in need of at least
two alternates, in the event one of the 5 cannot hear the case before them.
We meet once a month, and often less frequently, The meetings are held
Monday evenings and are not overly time consuming. You will be rendering
a valuable service to the residents of Stoddard and we would appreciate
hearing from you. There is no special training nor expertise required to
fill this position.
Please contact any member of the Board to learn more about our








Through November 1994 there have been 56 animal control related calls.
Only 23 of these resulted in actual response by the Animal Control officer,
the remainder being handled by phone,
A large expense item this year was for unclaimed dogs picked up in
Stoddard and transported to the honadnock Region Humane Society. It is
unfortunate that a pet is either not wearing proper identification when
picked up or that the abandonment was intentional.
We hope to join the towns of Nelson and Sullivan again this year in
sponsoring a Rabies Clinic. In the past several years this event has been
very well attended by Stoddard residents. We will make every attempt to
inform you when the clinic is scheduled.
Thank you for making this job a little, easier and I especially thank the
Stoddard Police Department for their patience and assistance.
Respectfully submitted;
Joan Zelasny. Animal Control Officer
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DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
The library is open Thursday evenings from 7:00pm to 9:00pm and on
Saturday mornings from 9:30am to 10:30am.
New book cases have been built in the children's room and books have been
rearranged. Sometime in the near future we hope to add on to the library
as it is getting rather crowded,
More than 280 new titles were added to the library this year and
circulation was more than 1,000.
The book sale held during Old Home Days was very successful,
The library again this year subscribed to the Junior Literary Guild from
which we receive three new award winning books of different reading
levels each month. We have purchased more video tapes which are loaned
out for a week.
Magazines received include Forest Notes, Trowell, House Plans, Free China
Review, and Taste of Home.
We plan to finish the cataloging of the books in the library this year.
Earl Lund and Alan Rumrill designated their 1994 Rotary Book shelf
donation to the Stoddard library, and Miss Louise Johnson made a donation
to the library. An anonymous donor gave $10.00 and Mrs. Lina Vaillancourt
gave us a clock.
We extend our thanks to all of the people who made donations to the
collections during 1994. They included Charles Chandler, Phyllis Sawyer,
Nancy Bailey, Frances Rumrill, Jean &. Jim Cass, the State of New
Hampshire, Mr. & Mrs. Edward LaFranchise, Eunice Fiske, Ruth Moe, Nancy
Matson, Time/Life, Mr. &^ Mrs. George Baker, Pauline Chandler, William




LIBRARY TRUSTEE REPORT, 1994
Balance on Hand, December 3 1. 1993:
Nelson Fund
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Stoddard Conservation Commission continued to investigate Dredge
and Fill applications, and one member attended a worl<shop on new
minimum impact procedures, wliicii requires the involvement of the
Commission before the application goes to the Town Clerk. Examples of
activity needing a permit in water or wetlands:
dredging - almost any form of digging
filling - implies solid material, sand/gravel. (NOT brush, manure, stumps)
new construction - includes docks and decks
repairs - if it involves work below the waterline.
Stoddard has a 50' buffer zone to maintain natural vegetation along the
shores of lakes and wetlands. The purpose of this is to catch run-off from
landward activities before it has a chance to enter the lake or wetland,
thus causing erosion and sedimentation, in fragile areas.
Now that the Granite Lake by-pass is completed and the new slopes of land
duly mulched, hay-baled, netted, etc., and the clean-up of sediment in
6ranite Lake completed, we are anxiously waiting to see if the problem is
settled and stays settled.
Meanwhile the new heavy fencing along Rte. 9 by Nye Meadow carefully
separates that marsh from the highway traffic, but no longer is it
possible for motorists to pull of the road and use their cars for
observation blinds when there is a moose prowling in the meadow, or
other activity, as passersby have done in the past.
Also, Audubon could use assistance straightening up their sign in Nye




Jo-Anne Carr, John Lightbody, Jr.
Alan Rumrill, Phyllis Sawyer
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LAKE ASSESSMENT REPORT
Despite various adventures, we managed to complete another summer of
Lake Testing in June, July, and August. 1 want to especially thank
volunteer Herbert Jean for all his trouble and volunteer Parker Greene.
Parker, who twice brought his boat up to Highland Lake, after doing his
usual lake testing run on Granite Lake. Thus making it possible to
complete that sampling. Working with Parker who has a depth finder on
his boat, also enabled me to realize how much easier this makes it to
locate the deep spot, where we do the in-lake sampling, and 1 strongly
recommend we look into a depth gauge of the type that can be moved from
one boat to another, for the program.
A brief recap of lakeside DO's and DON'T's:
-Do pump out your septic tank every 3-5 years
-Do maintain your system and check your leachfield area
-Do use low or non-phosphate detergents
-Do keep land clearing to a minimum
-Do maintain a 50' buffer of natural vegetation along the shore.
-Do Not bathe, shampoo, wash boats, pets, in or near the lake with soap.
-Do Not wash autos near the lake
-Do Not use fertilizer near the lake shore
-Do Not burn brush or leaves near the shore, or on the ice in winter
-Do Not urinate or defecate in the lake, and don't allow pets to do so,
1994 VOLUNTEERS
Parker Greene Oliver Quist Jill Fish Charles Chandler
Phyllis Sawyer Nancy Cressy Roger Roy Irene Heninger
Herbert Jean Cleo McNeish Ray Gale Granite Lake Asso.
Island Pond Asso, Highland Lake Unified Asso.
I want to thank the Selectmen for their continued support of the program,
the volunteers with their boats on the various lakes, Alan &<. Kim Rumrill
for loan of cooler, and many other people in town who support us. Results
and explanations of the tests follow this report.
Respectfully submitted;
Jane Abert, Chair &<. VLAP Coordinator
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TEST DESCRIPTIONS:
pH A measurement of acidity. A pH of 7 is neutral. LowerpH values indicate
acidic conditions. High pH values indicate basic (alkaline) conditions. Little or no fish life remains
when pH falls much below 5. NH average is 6.0.
Transparency A measure of water clarity, affected by the amount of phytoplankton, color
(dissolved organic compounds), and particle matter in the lake. Measured by lowering a Secchi disk
into the water and observing depth for disappearance. Standard: > 1 3. 1 ft. is OUgotrophic, 6.6 to
13.1 ft. is riesotrophlc, and <6.6 ft. Is Eutrophic. NH average is 12.8.
-NOTE: Narrative is in feet and chart Is In meters. 1 ft=.3048 meters,
Chlorophyl a A green pigment in plants required for photosynthesis. A good indicator of
abundance of microscopic plants and algea. Units are mg. per cubic meter. Standard: <4 is
OUgotrophic, 4 to 10 is Mesotrophic, and >15 is Eutrophic. NH average is 7.3
Total Phosphorus Limiting nutrient that promotes plant and algea growth in lakes. Increased TP
encourages excessive weed growth and algea blooms. Comes from decaying matter, soils,
leachfields, land clearing, and agriculture runoff. Units are ug/L. Standard: <10 is OUgotrophic,
and >20 is Eutrophic. NH average is 1 1
.
Color A measure of dissolved metals (iron and manganese), dissolved organic
compounds, and suspended matter in water. Standard: to 20 is crystal clear, 20 to 35 Is slightly
tea-colored, and 35 to 100 is tea colored to highly colored. NH average ls 25.
Conductivity Ability of water to carry an electrical current High conductivity may
indicate pollution from road salting, faulty septic systems or agriculture runoff. Units are
umhos/cm. Standard: to 50 is OUgotrophic, 50 to 1 00 is Mesotrophic, and > 1 00 is Eutrophic. NH
average Is 56.4






CONTOOCOOK &. NORTH BRANCH RIVERS
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Following enactment of legislation including the Contoocook and
North Branch Rivers in the State Rivers Management and Protection
Program, the Contoocook and North Branch Rivers Local Advisory
Committee (LAC) was formed. The LAC is made up of individuals from the
fourteen communities fronting on the two rivers who were nominated by
the selectmen or city council from their municipalities and appointed by
the DES Commissioner.
The focus of the Committee's work has been to develop a Corridor
Management Plan for the designated rivers. Responsibilities of the
Committee also include the review and comment (in an advisory capacity)
on state permits for major developments within the corridor area. The
Committee has been meeting on a regular basis since the Spring of 1992,
and an advisory Plan was adopted in September, 1994.
The advisory Plan contains goals and objectives, results of a 1993
survey of property owners along the rivers, an inventory and assessment
of natural and managed resources within the corridors, and a resources
management section which outlines recommendations for current and
future actions by citizens, private, local, state, and federal agencies and
organizations to maintain the rivers' outstanding values.
Membership positions on the Committee for Stoddard are currently
vacant.
Copies of the advisory Management Plan are available for view at the
corridor communities' town and city halls. Additional copies are available
from the Central NH Regional Planning Commission; 329 Daniel Webster
Highway, Boscawen, NH 03303, (603) 796-2129 or the Southwest
Regional Planning Commission; 20 Central Square, Keene, NH 03-431, (603)
357-0557.
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STODDARD OLD HOME DAYS
1994
Old Home Days 1994, the eighth the current committee has sponsored, was
held on July 8, 9, and 10 and included a crowd-pleasing mix of old and new
events. The three day celebration began Friday night with a 6:30p.m.
performance by Odds Bodkin, Master Talesman, in the new gazebo between
the fire pond and the church. This was the first public event held in the
gazebo which was built by Dr. George and Sally Cahill. An estimated 250
children of all ages attended and then walked or drove to the Town Hall for
an Ice Cream Social sponsored by the Stoddard Congregational Church. The
rainstorm which threatened the storyteller finally came during the Social
and drove inside all who could fit into the Town Hall. Both events were a
huge success.
The traditional Saturday morning parade from the church to the new fire
station started at 10a.m. The star attraction was the introduction of the
new Stoddard Fire and Rescue Boat which was funded entirely by donations
from the town. Music was provided by Post 4 American Legion Band and
the country and western band Sugarfoot. Sugarfoot also provide enter-
tainment throughout the day from a flatbed set up near the old fire
station.
For the first time this year the Junior Fire Department handled the
refreshments. They ran the hot dog and drinks stand by the Mill Village
Country Store and did a brisk business. Proceeds were donated to the Fire
and Rescue Boat.
All public buildings were open. On Saturday there was a Bazaar and Food &
Bake Sale at the Town Hall sponsored by the Church and the Stoddard
Women's Fellowship and a book sale at the Davis Memorial Library. Events
just for children and young people included a bicycle race and scavenger
hunt, games at the fire station, and the "Little Red Wagon" program
presented by the Theater Resources for Youth of the University of New
Hampshire.
The oldest house in town, the Butterfield House on Pitcher Mountain, was
open for two tours in the afternoon. The opportunity to view an authentic
piece of our history attracted capacity audiences for both tours
Once again the Fire Department put on its scrumptious, sell-out chicken
barbecue at the fire station. The traditional raffle, held after the
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barbecue, was as popular as ever. First prize, a Stoddard bottle, was won
by Priscilla Holland. Second prize, 50 pounds of Pitcher Mountain beef,
was won by Pat Putnam. Third prize, a Peterborough Basket ash picnic
basket filled with goodies, was won by Joe Van Schaick. Country and
western line dancing led by Paul Paytas at the Town Hall brought Saturday
activities to a close. This new event on the Old Home Days agenda was
enjoyed greatly by those who attended
Old Home Days would not be Old Home Days without the traditional Sunday
morning pancake breakfast at the Town Hall. Once again it was a great
success and a sell out. A guided hike to the Copeland tomb and cemetary
was the highlight of the afternoon for the history buffs, and a Bluegrass
concert by Ray Sears and family at the gazebo provided just the right
touch of entertainment and good old fashioned country picnic atmosphere
to end the festivities.
Old Home Days 1994 was a financial success. Income was over $2,800
including $1,450 in contributions. The balance in the bank is $4,600,
providing a good foundation for an even bigger, better program for next
year.
The Committee wants to thank everyone who helped make Old Home Days
1994 such a big success. Your donations and attendance at events makes
these weekends possible. It is your support which keeps the Committee
going. Although there are too many people to mention here special thanks
are due those who helped plan and run the 21 events. They put in a lot of
time and effort. Again, your support is their real thanks
Plans are already being made for 1995. The dates are set, July 14, 15, &
16. The Post 4 American Legion and Sugarfoot Bands are booked. We
would like to have as many or more activities as this year and will need
many volunteers to meet this goal. If you would like to help on a
committee or have ideas for an activity, contact Chairman Gordon Garnett
or Secretary Marline Leotta. Our first committee meeting will be March
28 at 7p.m. in the Library. With your help and support the committee




HOME HEALTH CARE & COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF STODDARD
JANUARY 1, 1994 TO DECEMBER 3 J. 1994
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1994, Home Health Care and Community Services (HC5) continued to provide home care and
community services to the residents of Stoddard The following information represents a
projection of HCS's activities In your community in 1994 The projection is based on actual
services provided from January through September 1994 and an estimate of usage during
October, November and December,
SERVICE REPORT





Meaical Social Work Visits
Nutritionist 1 Visit
Home Health Aide 204 Visits
Adult In-Home Care 1,340 Hours
Outreach 5 Visits
Health Promotion Clinics 4 Clinics
Total Undupl icated Residents Served' 1
7
Regularly scheduled wellness clinics, child health clinics, prenatal and hospice care are also
available to residents. Town funding partially supports these services,
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1994 with all funding sources is projected to be
$22,670 39,
The total cost of services provided for a partial fee, or at no charge to residents in 1994 is
projected to be $622.00 for home care.
For 1995, we recommend an appropriation of $1,800,00 to continue home care services at the
current level.
Thank you for your consideration.
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STODDARD RESIDENTS SEEN at MONADNOCK FAMILY SERVICE
Total Undupllcated Number: ?5
Age: - 18: 3 Sex: Male: 7
19 - 65: 10 Female: 8
65 - Over: 2
Referral Source: * of Appointments: 204
Self, family or friend 3
Law Enforcement/ correct ion 2
Social/Community Agency 1




















lionadnock Family Services was organized In 1959 following a joint study by the
Cheshire County Community Services Council and the League of v/omen Voters (Keene and
Peterborough). Originally named Monadnock Area Family Service, the agency was
organized through a merger of the Bureau of Public Service and the Keene Mental Hygiene
Association. The service operated In this form through 1 966, expanding in a five year
period to a staff of two ful 1 time social workers with psychiatric and psychological
consulting support.
in 1967, following a study during the previous two years, a community mental
health clinic service was organized providing direct psychiatric and psychological
services. This program added two psychiatric consultants, a clinical psychologist and one
social worker to the agency staff.
Now in 1 992, Monadnock Family Services has grown from providing only
outpatient services in its early years to providing a much broader range of services in
response to community needs. MFS operates out of five district offices; Keene,
Peterborough, Winchester, Jaffrey and Walpole We serve the 38 towns of the Monadnock
Region. Our services now include the following:
Counseling Services for Adults
Adolescent & Children's Treatment







Community Support Programming/Vocational Services
Volunteer Center
Keene and Walpole District Office
The Keene and Walpole District Offices of Monadnock Family Services provides
outpatient services for children and adults living In the towns of Keene, Alstead,
Chesterfield, Fitzwilllam, Gilsum, Marlborough, Marlow, Nelson, Roxbury, Stoddard,
Sullivan, Surry, Swanzey, Troy, Walpole and Westmoreland. Included among these
services are individual, group, family and marital psychotherapy, as well as twenty-four
hour crisis intervention. In addition, the Keene District Office provides special services
for the Elderly, Vietnam Veterans, Adventure-Based Programs for Youth, Sexual Abuse
victims, Sexual Offenders and pregnant teenagers and adolescent parents.
Monadnock Family Services Is also continuing the alcohol and drug abuse
prevention project in the Fall Mountain School District, Keene Junior High School and
Keene High school. This project provides consultation to teachers, administrators,
parents and students around ways to address the problems of substance abuse and chemical
dependency.
The staff of the Keene and Walpole District Offices are all trained professionals who
are committed to meeting the mental health needs of the communities they serve.
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GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
MEETING MINUTES JULY 10, 1994
The Granite Lake Village District meeting was started at 3:00p.m. Sunday
July 10, 1994, motion was made to recess the meeting until 4:00p.m., due
to conflict with the Granite Lake Association meeting. Motion was made
by Thomas Yocono, seconded by David Knight. Discussion was opened on
floor. There was no discussion, motion was passed unanimously.
The moderator John Halter opened the meeting.
Art. 1 . To choose one commissioner for a term of three years; and to see
who the inhabitants of the district will elect for the offices of clerk,
moderator and treasurer each for a one year term.
The Article was so moved by David Knight, seconded by Marion
frazier, nominations for the three year term David Costin, for the
one year term Susan Yocono; clerk, John Halter; moderator, Thomas
Yocono; treasurer.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Art. 2. To see whether the district will authorize the commissioner to
continue negotiations to contract the New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Service, Water Resources Division, to operate and maintain
the Dam and to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars
($1,000.) which the division requires as a deposit in accordance with said
contract.
The Article was so moved by Marion Frasier, seconded by David
Knight.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Art. 3. To see if the district will vote to authorize the commissioners to
borrow in anticipation of taxes.
The Article was so moved by David Knight, seconded by Marion
Frazier.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
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Art. 4. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Two Hundred Forty-five Dollars ($1,245.) to defray village
district expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriation of the same.
The Article was so moved by Thomas Yocono seconded by Marion
Frazier. The discussion was to add One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.) to
the ensuing year, this will bring the amount up to Two Thousand Two
Hundred Forty-five Dollars ($2,245.).
Vote on the Amending Article 4. The vote was affirmative.
Article 4 is Amended to now read.
Art. 4. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of Two
Thousand Two Hundred Forty-five Dollars ($2,245.) to defray the village
district expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriation of the same.
The Amended Article was voted. The Amended Article was
affirmative.
Art. 5. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of One
Thousand Dollars ($1,000.) to purchase Liability insurance to cover the
district.
The Article was so moved by David Knight, seconded by Thomas
Yocono.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was do discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Art. 6. To see if the district will vote to establish a capital reserve
fund for the purpose of maintenance, repair and replacement of the Dam
and to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500.) to be
placed in the fund.
The Article was so moved by David Knight seconded by Florence
LaFargue.
There was discussion on Article 6 for clarification.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
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Art. 7. To see whether the district will accept funds from the Granite
Lake Association and fronn any other source to be added to the capital
reserve fund for the purpose of maintaining, repairing and replacing the
Dam.
The Article was so moved by David Knight seconded by Thomas
Yocono.
The Article was opened for discussion. There was no discussion.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
Art. 8. To see when the district will schedule its annual meeting.
The Article was so moved by David Knight seconded by Marion
Frazier. The discussion for Article 8 was to change Article 8 as
follows: Article 8 will now read the Granite Lakie Village District
meeting will be held at The Chapel By The Lake on July 9, 1995 at
2:15p.m.
The Article was so moved by David Knight seconded by Marion
Frazier.
There was no further discussion on Article 8.
The Article was voted. The vote was affirmative.
David Knight made a motion to adjourn meeting at 5:30p.m., Thomas Yocono
seconded. There was no further discussion. Motion vote was affirmative.
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TOWN MEETING - TOWN OF STODDARD
MARCH 8th. 1994
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the said County of Cheshire in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hal 1 in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the Eighth
(8th) day of March 1 994 at One ( 1 :00 PM) of the clocl< in the forenoon, to act upon the following
subjects:
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 1:PM TO 7:PM.
ART. 1 : To Choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year
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You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday the Fifteenth (15th)
day of March 1 994 at Seven (7:00PM) of the clock in the evening, to act upon the following
articles 2 through 36:
ART. 2: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes if necessary. Motion by John Halter, Seconded by Jim
D'Arcy. Art. 2 Is adopted.
ART. 3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 for the
operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling and Transfer Station. Motion by John
Halter, Seconded by John Secco. Art. 3 Is adopted.
ART. 4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $15,815 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for the ensuing year Motion by
Brian CahiH. Seconded by John Cressy. Art. 4 is adopted.
ART. 5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 for Antrim
ambulance service for the ensuing year. Motion by John Wilder, Seconded by PJ
LaMothe. Art. 5 Is adopted.
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ART. 6, To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $58,000 for the
purchase of a 4-wheel drive rescue vehicle and to authorize the withdf^wal of $20,000 and all
accumulated interest earned from the capital reserve fund created in 1992 for that purpose. The
balance of up to $38,ooo to be raised from general taxation Motion by Brian caniii.
Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Brian Cahill explains the need for a 4x4 rescue
vehicle. Discussion follows. Art. 6 carries unanimously.
ART. 7,To see If the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $58,000 to purchase a
4-wheel drive rescue vehicle and to authorize the issuance of not more than $38,000 of bonds or
notes in accordance with the provisions of the nunicipal Finance Act (R5A Chapter 33) and to
authorize the municipal officials to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the
rate of interest thereon; furthermore, to authorize the withdrawal of $20,000 from the Rescue
Vehicle Capital Reserve fund created for this purpose,
( 2/3 ballot vote required)
Motion by John Halter, Seconded by Brenda Bryer to indefinitely postpone Art.
7 Art. 7 is Indefinitely postponed unanimously.
ART. 8 To see ir the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $20,330 for the I st year
payment of interest and principal on the 4-wheel drive vehicle bond. Moved by John Halter,
Seconded by Brenda Bryer. Art. 8 is indefinitely postponed unanimously.
ART. 9, To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate $20,000 to be placed in the capital
reserve fund established in 1992 for the purchase of a 4-wheel drive rescue vehicle. Moved
by John Halter, Seconded by Brenda Bryer. Art. 9 is indefinitely postponed
unanimously.
ART. 10. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden, to include the purchase of equipment, meeting and
training Moved by Joe Sarcione, Seconded by Bonnie Sarcione. Art. 10 Is
adopted.
ART. 1 1. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $450 for the
purchase of a mobile radio for the brush truck. Moved by Joe Sarcione. Seconded by
John Wilder. Discussion by Joe Sarcione. Art. 1 1 is adopted.
ART. 12. To See If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $621 as Its share for
the support of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Services. Motion by Doe Secco,
Seconded by John Secco. Art. 12 Is adopted.
ART. 13. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,800 as its share
for the support of the Home Health Care and Community Services. Moved by Brenda Bryer,
Seconded by John Halter. Art. 13 Is adopted.
ART. 14. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum or $500 as its share for
the support of the Community Kitchen. Moved by Brenda Bryer, Seconded by John
Halter. Brenda Bryer reports on article. A letter was received from the
Community Kitchen asking for support, due to Increasing costs, and new
building. Total meals for Stoddard residents in program for 1993 was 1,917
which cost them $958.50. Daniel Eaton steps down as Moderator. John Halter
recognizes Daniel Eaton. Mr. Eaton asics this article be indefinitely postponed.
He Is totally In favor of the Community Kitchen, but feels other charities and
the United way, etc. support them. Harry Power also speaks against taking tax
dollars when the Community Kitchen receives Grants and other donations from
the United Way. Bob Cowie also resents this article on the warrant. John
Halter steps down as Moderator and Brenda Bryer recognizes John Halter. John
feels that Art. 12 and 13 are also united Way agencies and have been on the
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warrant for many years and if we were to vote for Art. 12 and 13 the decision
should be with the townspeople to vote on all or this and asks to stay with the
motion. Motion by Daniel Eaton to indefinitely postpone Art. 14. Mary Lou
Eaton seconds. Art. 14 is Indefinitely postponed.
ART. 15. To see ir the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,220 for the
operation and maintenance of the Davis Library^ Moved by Frances Runrill, Seconded by
Doe Secco. Art. 15 Is adopted.
ART. 16. To see tf the town will vote to raise ana appropriate the sum of $5,000 for a
additional handicap entrance to the Davis Library. Moved by John Halter to Amend Art.
16 to read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500.00 for a additional handicap entrance to the Davis Library. Seconded by
Brenda Bryer. Brenda Bryer explains the Library only has one door and IT
another door is to be installed possibly it could be a handi-cap entrance. More
discussion. The Amendment on the $3,500.00 is defeated. Art. 16 fails on a
voice vote unanimously.
ART. 17. To see tf the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $107,530 to defray
Town charges for the ensuing year Moved by John Halter, Seconded by Brenda Bryer.
Art. 17 Is adopted.
ART. 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300 for purchase of
a facsimile (fax) machine for the Town Offices. Moved by Brenda Bryer, Seconded by
John Halter. Discussion by Brenda explaining the need for a fax machine. Art.
18 is adopted.
ART. 19. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500 to restore &
microfilm three (3) volumes of old town records. Moved by Brenda Bryer, Seconded by
John Halter. Art. 19 is adopted.
ART. 20. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,500 for the
purchase of an additional computer for the Town offices. Moved by Brenda Bryer,
Seconded by John Halter. Brenda explains why another computer is needed.
Discussion follows. Moderator in doubt on voice vote. On a standing vote of
28 NO 23 YES Article 20 falls.
ART. 21. To see If the Town will vote to move the war monument from in front of the Town Hall
to any other location in town Moved by Brenda Bryer, Seconded by John Halter.
Brenda explains the Hidden Lake development sign was moved to the Town Hall
side of King St. and between the reconstruction of King St. leaving a large
slope, and the sign, the monument is obscured. After some discussion it was
unanimous to leave the monument where it is.
ART. 22.T0 see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,660 as operating
budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year. Moved by Pat Campbell,
Seconded by Jane Abert. Art. 22 Is adopted.
ART. 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $621 for membership
to the Southwest Region Planning commission for the coming year. Moved by Jane Abert,
Seconded by Jim D'Arcy. Art. 23 is adopted.
ART. 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $900 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment. Moved by Bob Cowie,
Seconded by Harry Power. Art. 24 Is adopted.
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ART. 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200 for the
operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. Moved by Jane Abert, Seconded by
Louis GrandPre. Art. 25 is adopted.
ART. 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $970 for the Lay
Monitoring Program Moved by Jane Abert, Seconded by Harry Power. Art. 26 is
adopted.
ART. 27. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for and accept gifts
and /or State or Fedei~al Aid in the name of the Town of Stoddard for the operation and legitimate
expenditures of any appropriate Stoddard agency. Moved by John Halter, Seconded by
Brenda Bryer. Art. 27 is adopted.
ART. 28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell Dy auction or Dy
advertised sealed bid, or in such other manner as determined Py the Selectmen as justice may
require properties acguired by the Town through Tax Collector's deeds in accordance with R5A
80:42 Moved by Jim D'Arcy, Seconded by Brenda Bryer. Amendment by John
Halter to read: To see ir the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell
by auction or by advertised sealed bid or in such other manner as determined by
the Selectmen as Justice may require properties acquired by the Town through
Tax Collector's deeds in accordance with RSA 80:42 and to sell the old rescue
vehicle by sealed bid, seconded by Brenda Bryer. Amendment is adopted. A
second Amendment by John Halter, to add auction . Seconded by Jim D'Arcy.
Motion carries. Art. 28 would now read: To see if the Town will vote to
authorize the Selectmen to sell by auction or by advertised sealed bid or in such
other manner as determined by the selectmen as justice may require properties
acquired by the Town through Tax Collector's deeds in accordance with RSA
80:42 and to sell the old rescue vehicle by sealed bid or auction. Art. 28 is
adopted as amended on seconded amendment.
ART. 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $9,420 for the
operating budget of the Stoddard Police Department. Moved by David Valllancourt
seconded by Joanne Monty. Art. 29 Is adopted.
ART. 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $120,000 for winter
and summer maintenance, emergencies & repair of Town roads and bridges. Moved by John
Halter, Seconded by Brenda Bryer. An Amendment by John Halter to change the
amount to $i05,ooo.oo. John Halter reters to page 13, that in reducing the
amount some projects will be eliminated. Geoff Jones, member of the Road
Committee speaks on the roads and what they have accomplished. Putting more
gravel on the roads Is a priority. Carol Clark asks If It may be cheaper going
back to the Road Agent Position. More discussion and figures needed from the
Selectmen as to how this would effect the final appropriation. Moderator calls
for a RECESS. Brenda reports on figures if everything passes from this article
on the Towns portion will be $2.43 opposed to $1.59 In 1993. Art. 30 Is
adopted as amended.
ART. 31. To see ir the Town will vote to i^lse and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to open to a
Capital Reserve fund for the replacing of Bridge * 1 35-109 on Shedd Hill Road. Motion by Jim
D'Arcy, Seconded by Harry Power. Discussion follows. Art. 31 is adopted.
ART. 32 To see If the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,ooo to investigate
properties for new town offices Moved by Jim D'Arcy, Seconded by Brenda Bryer.
An Amendment by John Secco to add the words and/or transfer station.
Seconded by Brenda Bryer. The article now would read: To see If the Town
will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to investigate
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properties for new Town offices and/or Transfer Statton. A Second Amendment
by Harry Power to appropriate the sum of $1,500.00. Seconded by Louis
GrandPre. Discussion follows on what this money will be used for. Jim D"Arcy
asks for a consensus on moving the transfer station. On a show of hands It is
overwhelming we move the transfer station. More discussion follows. Motion
now reads: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,500.00 to investigate properties for new Town offices and/or Transfer
Station. Art. 32 is adopted as amended for $1,500.00.
ART. 33. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate tlie sum of $20,000 to add to a
Capital Reserve fund created in 1 992 for the purchase of land and or buildings for future Town
use Seconded by Brenda Bryer. Amendment by Harry Power to read: To see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to add to a
Capital Reserve fund created In 1992 for the purchase of land and/or buildings
for future Town use. Seconded by Bev Power. Art. 33 Is adopted as amended
for $5,000.00.
ART. 34. To see If the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 for the
removal and replacement of the Town Hall oil tank. Replacement to included building a shed and
purchasing and installation of new above ground tanks. Moved by John Halter, Seconded
by Brenda Bryer. Discussion follows on exactly what has to be done. A
structure would have to be built on the Town Hall to put new tanks above ground
and the old tank under the ground would be removed. Art. 34 is adopted.
ART. 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $8400 for painting
the Town Hall and Transfer Station Moved by John Halter, Seconded by Jim D"Arcy.
Brenda Bryer breaks down amount. $6,200.00 for the Town Hall, scrape, prime
and paint $2,160.00 for the Transfer Station, scrape, prime and paint. On a
voice vote Art. 35 fails.
ART. 36. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting. John
Halter recognizes Jim D'Arcy and presents him with a gift for 6 years of
service to the Town as Selectmen. A round of applause for Jim.
Dr. Cahill congratulates the Selectmen on the excellent Town Report this year.
Everyone agrees.
Being no other business Mary Lou Eaton moves the meeting be adjourned,
seconded by Harry Power.
Meeting adjourned at 9:55PM.
Moderator calls for all newly elected officers to step forward and be sworn in.
Respectfully Submitted:































The 1994-95 school year has been notable as the first in
which three full time teachers have staffed the James
M. Faulkner School. The classrooms continue to be multi-age
and now combine grades K/1 , 2/3 and 4/5. The change was
made as a result of teacher, parent, school board and
administrative observation and input. The new configuration
enables the teachers to accommodate increasing student
enrollment and academic requirements.
Elana Ben-Karem resigned as the French teacher to accept a
full time position at the high school level. James Callanan
was hired this fall to teach French. French is offered to
fourth and fifth grade students in Stoddard. Area colleges
were informed of Stoddard's interest in having a student
teacher. Dorothy Hallee, an Antioch extended day Master's
program student, was a welcome addition to the grades 2/3
classroom for half of this year.
With the 1993-94 budget surplus the deficit was paid; the
oil tank was topped off; and a new stove, refrigerator and
small freezer were bought for the school kitchen. A
computer with Fax capability was also purchased so the
school can more readily communicate with the SAU for
purchase orders and other administrative items. Money was
once again returned to the town.
We live in a small community and find ourselves in the
unique position of knowing when students enter or leave our
system. This can mean a difference of several thousand
dollars in tuition money, a sizeable sum when trying to
abide by a tight budget. Residency issues have come to our
attention in the past year resulting in money saved on our
part
.
Special education costs continue to be the biggest variable
in the school budget. While the special education team
tries to budget according to the needs of current students
it is difficult, at best, to anticipate the needs of
students moving into the district.
The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
(NHDES) has required all school districts to have an in
depth sanitary survey of their water supplies. As the
water sample could not be drawn from the tap, a "source tap"
needed to be installed. The testing and installation of a
well extension and water meter to comply with NHDES
standards were an unexpected expense.
While the first priority of a school district is the
students, it takes many others, in cooperation, to make a
school run as well as ours. The teachers and specials who
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know the children and parents so well; the janitor's
attention to maintenance, inside and out; the SAU #24
administrators who always return our phone calls; and the
volunteers who give their time. Their combined effort makes
the Faulkner School a productive and special place to learn
and for this we say "Thank you".
A considerable amount of time has been spent at school board
meetings discussing the need for a community playground and
ball field and a multipurpose room for the school. A
facilities committee was appointed to look into both
projects. While the playground and ball field have been
discussed at school board meetings perhaps the time has come
for a town recreation committee. We have serious concerns
about the impact of a multipurpose room on the existing
school building, land and the road. Anyone wishing to
comment on these projects or any other school matter is





STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1995 SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stoddard qualified to vote in
District affairs;
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hall in said District
on the 9th day of March 1995 at 7:00 p.m. to act upon the following
subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School District officials;
A. One School Board Member - 3 year term
B. One Moderator - 1 year term
C. One Treasurer - 1 year term
D. One Clerk - 1 year term
E. One Auditor - 1 year term
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors and committees or officers chosen,
or to take any other action in relation thereto.
3. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and- fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the District, or to take
any other action in relation thereto. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS
SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD)
4. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, and for the payment of salaries of
School District officials and agents an for the payment of statutory
obligations of the District, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
( THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD)
5. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in this
warrant.
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6. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting.
Given under our hands at said Stoddard this 9th day of March, 1995.
Mary Lou Eaton, Chairperson
Helen Bouchard
Brenda Howard
A true copy of Warrant - Attest
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Increase to $6,766 x 18 actual plus 1 possible = 19 $128,554
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Head Teacher's Report
Last spring the students and teachers of the James M. Faulkner Elementary School
took part in the "Lend An Ear" program, which features musicians who come and play
instruments for the classes. On three separate visits we got to learn about:
1. Flute & Trombone 2. Bassoon & French Horn 3. Percussion & Trumpet
Kindergarten through grade 2 went on a trip to the Boston's Children Museum.
The Kindergarten class spent a lot of time studying about wetlands and many
aspects of nature. A trip to Stonewall Farm was made when studying wetlands, and a
visit to a near by beaver bog was an added treat.
The class then spent time working around the school grounds. A nature trail was
cleared, bird and butterfly houses were put up. When the class started studying wild
flowers a field trip was made to buy perennial flowers, which were planted on the
school ground.
Grades 3 through 5 had been reading the L. Frank Baum's "Wizard of Oz" series,
which consists of 13 books. Students have enjoyed hearing about the continued
adventure of Dorothy Gale and her many curious friends. In keeping with the story a
trip was made to see a production of 'The Wizard of Oz" live on stage. Students were
made a part of the play through audience participation.
The class spent a good deal of time studying drug prevention: Why people use
drugs, and how they effect us. How to avoid drugs. The Keene "Breath Easy" program
sent two visitors who shared their knowledge and experience of smoking. This proved
to be a very powerful program, which caused students to face the reality of smoking
hazards.
Three students in the third, fourth, and fifth grade class entered a poster in the
E.P.A. Environmental Poster Contest and they won! The whole class took a trip to
Manchester in order to be there in support of the winners. Governor, Steve Merrill was
there to present the awards.
This fall, 1994 started with one new teacher. James Callanan is our new French
Teacher. James recently completed an M.A. program in French with Middleburg
College, during which time he lived in Paris, France for a year. A New England active,
he currently lives in Concord, N.H. and also teaches at Weare Middle School.
A big change took place for this year when Kindergarten and Grade 1 were
combined, and Grade 2 and 3 were combined, which left only two grades for the
intermediate class; Grade 4 and 5. This change has greatly improved the instruction
for the fourth and fifth grade. The classes have progressed much more quickly then in
past years.
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All of the classes have been busy since September. The following highlights will
give some examples of what has been going on:
Mrs. Murphy's class has been busy learning about Sign Language, which the
students have enjoyed. Continuing with their study of the environment, they have
studied several species of trees, worked on the nature trail, and investigated the life
cycle of pumpkins; from seed to compost. Even worms got into the act as the class
took a close look at vermi composting in the classroom.
Mrs. Larson's class has been working on units of Native Americans, Colonial Times,
and Greek Myths. A visit to Old Fort #4 was a great experience for these Colonial
students. The class has also been busy in the Science field with mapping,
mushrooms, and weather. A hike up Mtn. Monadnock proved to be an uplifting
experience for all who ventured on the trip! And the class even had a snack store
offering treats for sale to students at the school. The money raised was used to adopt
a whale for the class.
Mr. LaFleur's class had a visit from the N.H. Forestry Dept. which taught students
about the development of the forest. Games and activities kept everyone involved and
interested. The class read the book Sarah. Plain and Tall , about a woman from Maine
who moves to the midwest to marry a man and raise his children. A trip to High Hopes
Orchard provided students a chance to jump into a "hay dune" as Sarah does in the
book. Another book which the class read was Stone Fox , about a boy who lives on a
potato farm with his grandfather. When the P.T.O. put together a big turkey dinner for
the school, the class made mashed potatoes. A school newspaper was put together
by the students, and a trip to the Union Leader gave the class an inside view of what
news printing is all about. The class has also been busy learning about weather in the
Science-By-Mail kits.
Many thanks to the parents that help out at school parties and programs. We also
want to thank the many people who come to our programs. A special thanks to Joe
Sarcione and P.J. for their wonderful Fire Prevention Program. Much time was spent








The school health program for the 1994-1995 calendar year included the
following student screenings: height and weight, vision, and hearing. Also,
scoliosis checks will be done in the spring on all 5th grade students.
Parents were contacted if a physician referral was indicated. All
immunization records were reviewed to ensure that state requirements were
satisfied and an annual report was sent in to the state. Head checks for lice
were done monthly and on an as-needed basis.
Health education included classes on lice, rabies, healthy snack foods, and
nutrition for a healthy heart. Several classes on fire prevention and fire
safety were given. In the spring, fourth and fifth graders will learn about
puberty and adolescence. The kindergarten and first grade class will have a
series of lessons on personal safety issues. Before the end of the school
year we will discuss safety over the summer months.
Respectfully submitted,
Carol M. Hill, RN
School Nurse
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SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT #24
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03242
95/96 BUDGET
ACCOUNTS
Office Equip. Repair & tvlaint
Business Owners Property Ins.
Staff Development for Teachers










TO: SUPERVISORY UNIT #24
P. O. BOX 516
HENNIKER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
03244
I hereby certify that I have exztmined all records of the
Treasurer of the School District of Stoddard for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1994 and find them correct in all
aspects.
V i t^\ n i a R. Gran
P.U). Box 261
Stoddard, NH 03464








Cash on Hand, July 1, 1993
Received from Selectmen
Revenue from State Sources
Revenue from Federal Sources







Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
Less School Board Orders Paid
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The 1994 School Warrant Meeting was opened at the Stoddard Town
Hall on March 10, 1994 at 7:03 p.m. by Moderator Daniel Eaton.
John Secco led the Pledge of Allegiance at the request of Daniel
Eaton. Present at the meeting from the Stoddard School Board were
Chairman Mary Lou Eaton, Helen Bouchard, and Brenda Howard and
Clerk Marline Leotta. Present from SAU //24 were Superintendent
Donald Jones, Business Administrator James Crane, Special
Education Director Joseph Denning and Special Education Secretary
Linda Smith. Present from the Stoddard School Staff was Mark
LaFleur, Head Teacher.
Article 1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following School
District officials:
A. One School Board Member - 3 year term
B. One Moderator - 1 year term
C. One Treasurer - 1 year term
D. One Clerk - 1 year term
E
.
One Auditor - 1 year term
Mary Lou Eaton moved that the polls be open until 8:30 p.m. or
the close of the meeting whichever occurs last. The motion was
seconded by Sally Ripley. Motion carried unanimously by voice
vote.
Moderator Daniel Eaton called a voting recess to allow those
present to vote. The recess was over and the meeting called to
order at 7:20 p.m.
ARTICLE 2 . Mary Lou Eaton moved to hear the reports of agents
,
auditors, committees and officers chosen as printed in the annual
report. The motion was seconded by Brenda Bryer. Motion carried
unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 3. Helen Bouchard moved to determine and appoint the
salaries of the School Board and fix compensation or any other
officers or agents of the District as presented in the 1994-95
budget. The motion was seconded by Charlotte Pratt. Motion
carried unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 4. Brenda Howard moved that the District raise and
appropriate the sum of $652 ,720. (six hundred fifty-two thousand,
seven hundred twenty dollars) for the support of schools, for the
payment of salaries of School District officials and agents, and
for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. The
motion was seconded by Sue Taylor. Motion carried unanimously by
voice vote.
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ARTICLE 5. Mary Lou Eaton moved that Article 5 be indefinitely
postponed. The motion was seconded by Brenda Bryer.
Discussion from the floor included a question from Nancy
Cressy as to why it should be indefinitely postponed.
Jim Crane explained that he anticipated the necessary
monies would be available in the current budget due to
lower than budgeted costs especially in the Special
Education Tuition line.
Motion carried unanimously by voice vote.
ARTICLE 6. Helen Bouchard moved that Article 6 be indefinitely
postponed. The motion was seconded by Mary Lou Eaton. Motion
carried unanimoulsy by voice vote.
ARTICLE 7. No further business.
Brenda Bryer moved to adjourn the meeting except for the
purposes of voting. The motion was seconded by Nancy Cressy.
Motion carried unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 7:35 p.m. except
for the purposes of voting.
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TALLY OF VOTES ON ARTICLE 1
SCHOOL BOARD
Mary Lou Eaton - 42
Candace Wilder - 17
TREASURER
Joan Read
PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES FOR 1994
TAX INFORMATION
TAX RATES - PER $1,000.00 ASSESSMENT
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I UWN 01- b I UUDAHIJ VALUA I ION AND I AXhS AS Oh 09-0 1 -94
OWNER OF RECORD
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON
AADALEN, RICHARD J & SHARON
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G




ADAMS, JOHN H & JUNE J
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L
ADAMS, ROBERT E & PATRICIA L





ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA
AMES, ANNE M
AMISANO, SCHILLER & SKIDMORE
ANDERSON, BERTHA. ESTATE %
ANDERSON, WILLIAM J &
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP % CLARK, L
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP, PITCHER
ANTONELLI, JOHN A & JEAN T
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
AREL. ALFRED A & DORIS A
APR I A, CARMELLO M &
ATA, NABIL & NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER.
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATKINSON, GARY S. & IRENE M.
TAX MAP ' / DESCRIPTION
133-18/WF,TFDL0TE1,BLDG
1 33-20 /WF,TFD LOT 3E
414-07.1 / CPW LOT 1
414-07,2 /CPW LOT 2,SHED
415-29 & 30 / V,F,CP LOT,ELDG
101-010 /HLSLOTSnerH&SHD
423-08 / HIGH ST \JW. BLDG5
1 34-24 & 43 / WF,TFD LOT I2,BL[X5S
1 36-39 / Wf,TFD LOT B4,BLDGS
1 36-40. 4
1 . 42 / WF.TFD LOTS B5.B6
1 27-22 / WF,AND RD LOT.BLDGS
108-09 /HID LOT 276A
108-12 /hLD LOT 274






1 38-37 / SPRCLD LOT 2,BLD65
414-23/OFRLWD
1 24-07 / WF.LSU LOT 2,BLD65
407-01 / BLfTTERFIELD HOUSE B/O
407-01 & 02 /RTE 123 LAND
4 1 0-06 / TOACTOR SHED B/O
410-06 /CARDING MILL B/O
4IO-06/SU3ARKXJSEB/0
41 0-06 /NIMS BARN B/O
4 1 0-06,09,4 1 5- 1 4,4 1 7-03 / CPR/RT
4 1 0-09 / CATP ON C5 PCND B/O
410-09 / hAhBELL HOUSE B/O
407-02 / PITOER HTN FARM B/O
1 1 3-44 / CARR LOT 1 3ABLDG5
141-008 /MLE LOT 581U1
1 35-07 & 08 / RT 1 23 L0T5.BLDGS
1 23-09 /WHTY LOT 49
n8-23/WHTYL0T35
420-1 1/RT 9 LAND
420- 1 6 1 / RT5 9/ 1 23 LOT, BLDG5
420-1 6.2 /ROBB LAND
420-17.01 /RTE9/BLD6
420-26 / ROBB LAND LOT LINE ACU
1 27-03 / V^,BACKL0T.BLD6S
23




ATKINSON, LANDIS W, 111 &
ATKINSON, LANDI5 W, 111 &
ATTESI. DAVID J & BERNIER,
ATTESI, DAVID J & BERNIER,











BAILEY, HARRY A & NANCY N
BAILEY, LEON W & MARILYNN L
BAKER, GEORGE A 8. ELMA E
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELMA E
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELMA E
BAKER, GEORGE A & ELMA E
BAKER. KENDALL & ELIZABETH
BAKUN, DAVID E
BALDINI, DONALD J, & ELLYN C.
BALLOU, F HAROLD
BALLOU, GARY F & JASON
BAL5IS, ROBERT J & DIANE, REl 1 1 3- 1 7 / WF,CAfiR LOT 6,BLD6
BAL5IS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE2 1 1 3- 1 6 / W&H LOT 8.BLDG
BANGS, PAUL F & BEVERLY 1 40-28 / ti.E LOT 10B4J1
BARKER, GERALD B & HELEN A 1 40-23 / MLE LOT 1 5B4U
1




, 1 03-05 / WF,ATK LOT I
V
103-04/ V^/F.ATKL0T 111
I01-008 8.009/HL5L0T51 14.51 15
101-037 8. 038/ I-LSL0TS17.5I8
101-61/ WF.hLS LOT 54 1 ,BLDGS
109-18 /hLD LOT 262
1 20-04 /FR LOT 2
l20-142/B/PL0T30(l/6l^fT)
120-143/B/PL0T3ai (1/6 INT)
120-144/ B/P LOT 30.2 (1/6 1^^")
120-142/B/PL0T30(l/6INfT)
120-143/B/PLOT301 (l/6INfT)
1 20- 1 44 / B/P LOT 302 ( 1 /6 INT)
119-21 /'WF.JLDL0T27
1 1 9-22 / WF.JLD LOT 26.BLD65
1 27-48 / WF,AND RD LOT.BLDGS
405-02 / LOT-E/S D006E FAfin RD
119-36 /BAKER ISL/^
1 1 9-37 8. 38 / WF.WHPi' LOT 1
8
1 22-24 / WF.VHTY LOT 5,BLD65
123-11 /Wl-rr('L0T55
1 35-0 1 & 02 / RT 1 23 L0T5,BLDG
1 26-59 / WF.STW RD LOT 5,BLD6
121-11 / Wf,FR^ LOT 7,BLDG
1 04-05 /\^fML LOT.BLDGS
1 04-06 /WFML LOT.BLDGS
BARKER, GERALD B & HELEN A
BARLOW, PAUL P & EVELYN M
BARNHUR5T, KEVIN G
BARRELL. MARJORIE & ERVIN.
BARRETT, JOHN J & JANICE L
BARTLETT, CHARLES M
BAUM6RATZ, RICHARD W «.
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ, RICHARD W &
BAUMGRATZ. RICHARD W &
140-24/ MLE LOT 1«4UI
135-29 /WF.IPLOT.BLDG
111-03/SLEL0T151.BLD6S
13 1-28 8,29 /riRDGHLTS 13.14,BLDG5
1 34-29 / WF.TFD LOT I3,BLD6S
42 1 - 1 9 / BACKLAND OFF BBR
1 1 0-2 1 / HLD LOT 236,235.234A,65
n0-26/l-LDL0T234.BLDG
110-27/HLDLOT233,BLDG5




I OWN Oh S I ODUAWD VALUA I ION AND I AXES AS OF 09-0 1
OWNER OF RECORD
BEAUDIN, HELEN
BEAUPRE', FRANK B &
BEAUPRE', FRANK B &
BEAUREGARD, DONALD L
BEAUREGARD, DONALD L
BECK, DANIEL M & tiARCY L
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS
BECKWITH, RALPH V & HARRIET
BEE50, MICHAELS. RITA
BE6N0CHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BE6N0CHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BE6N0CHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BE6N0CHE, KYLE A & SHARON
BELANGER. MICHAEL R & HE IN.
BELL, JOHN R & CAROLYN A
BELOWSKI, ADAM J & BEVERLY
BENEDICT, PAUL
BENEDICT, RICHARD & JOAN,
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS
BENNETT, GERDA A & ROGER
BERGERON, DORIS S & ANNETTE
BERKLEY, HAROLD G
BERNAGOZZI, ARMAND E, JR
BERNAGOZZI, ARMAND E, JR.
BERNIER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L & SUZANNE J
BERNIER, RICHARD, SR &
BERNIER, ROBERT & ANGELINA M
BERNIER, ROBERT & ANGELINA M
BETHEL, JOHN E
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE W
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BEZIO, PHILIP L& BONNIE L
BILLS, 0L6A & ARTHUR
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H
BI5SET, JOHN W & BARBARA E




I OWN Oh b I ODOARD VALUA I ION AND i AXbS AS OF 09-0 1 -94
nwNFR OF RFrnRn
BLAISDELL, LOUISE T
BLAKE, DAVID B. & SARAH A.
BLOCK. STANLEY A & CLAIRE W
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON W, 5R «< JEAN E
BLOOD, ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BLOOD. ELTON W, SR & JEAN E
BODELL, DR. BENSON & RUTH
BODGE, FREDERICK A &
BOHL, JOHNF & CYNTHIA R
BONCZAR, P1ICHAEL P & JOANNE
BOND, RANDALL T & DAWN A
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BOTT I CELLO, MICHAEL
BOUCHARD, PAUL R & HELEN A
BOULEY, LEO A & VIOLETTE h
BOURASSA, KIMBERLY
BOURN, RODNEY E & HELEN M
BOWMAN, DAVIS, STEVENSON &
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. TRUSTEE
B0WRIN6. MARGARET
BOWRING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE
TAX MAP ' / DFSrRIPTION
420-02,422- II . 1 2 / RT 9 LAND, BLDGS
408-26 /RT 1 23 LOT
1 1 5-38 & 39 /SLE LOT 48,47
1 26-46 /ZRLOLSHED
126-51 /WF,ZRLOT,BLDG
1 35-41 TO 43 / TFD LOTS (2/9 INT)
135-49/ IP BEACH (2/9 M)
1 35-55 & 57 / TFD LOTS L 1 0,L 1 3,S(-£D
1 35-56 / WF,TFD LOT L 1 2.BLD&
1 02-057 & 058 / V/F^IER 4 & SA.BLDGS
1 3 1 -32 & 33 / MRDGH LOTS 20,2 1 .BLD6
n 7-25 /HLD LOT 57. BLDGS
1 03- 1 7 & 1 8 / WF,I-LS LOT S802,S803, BLDG
1 18-39 /H_D LOT 1 lA
1 24-34 /WF,LSU LOT 23
1 24-35 /WF,LSU LOT 24
ll4-06/WF,l-LL0T.BLD6S
1 28-07 /RT I23L0T£LD6S
116-19 /hLDLOT 101
110-I3/H_DL0T280
134-06 /TFD LOT J5,BLDG
122-01 /WHTYLOTSg
1 22-26 / WF.VMY LOT 3.BLDGS
1 36-23 / WF.TFD LOT A7A (ROW)
136-25 /TFD LOT A7
1 04- 1 7 / WF.(>iRR LOT 4B.BLDG
115-14&I9/HDL0T78
BREAULT, DAVID L & KATHERINE 1 16-33 / hLDLOT 91
INC.BRICKSTONEMASONS
BRIERE. C/VRaE A
BR I ERE. CAROLE A
BRIERE. CAROLE A





120-142 / B/PLOT 30 (2/6 m)
1 20- 1 43 / B/P LOT 30 1 (2/6 INT)
1 20- 1 44 / B/P LOT 302 (2/6 INfT)
1 2 1 -09 / WF.FRTM LOT 5,BLD65
121-22 I /FRE LOT 20
121-22.3/FREL0TI8
1 1 0-03 / WKTY LOT 46,|-H,5HED5
BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW 1 34-08 & 09 /TFD LOTS J7S.J8
BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW 134-10& 1 1 / TFDLOTSJ9&J10
BROOKMAN, ROBERT & MATTHEW 134-12/ TFDLOTJl 1
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W 1 06-05 / HLD LOT 3 1
7
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCY W 1 06-06 / HLD LOT 3 1
6
BROWN, B H I LDA 1 26-57 / WF,5TN RD LOT 3,BLD6
BROWN, RICHARD C 10 1- 102 & 103 / WF.HLSS 194,5 195,BLDG
CUR U
I OWN Oh SiODDAim VALUATION AND I AXES AS OF 09-01
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
-94
BROWN, RICHARD C
BRUNELLE, MAURI CEE &
BRUNELLE, MAURI GEE &
BRYER, JAMES H & BRENDA J
BUCELEWICZ, WILLIAM &
BUGBEE. LEON & MASTRIANNI, D
BULL, MELVIN& AVIS
BUNKER, GENE R & R05ANNE M
BUNKER, GENE R. & ROSEANN
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRI5CILLA B
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRI5CILLA B
BURKE, JOHN KELLY
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C
BURR, HAROLD L & MAR60 M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A & CYNTHIA
BUSH, CHARLES R & SANDRA A
BUSH, J & A & LABRIE, A & T
BUSH, RAYMOND B & FRANCES J
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRIAN W& DONNA
CAH ILL, FRANCES
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CALL, MARY L
CALL I NAN, WILLIAJI & KUE6LER,
CAMERON, JAMES D & BECKY M
CAMPAGNA, JOSEPH &
CAMPBELL, DONALD
CAMPBELL, MCCOLL & VARIN









1 01 - 1 07 / hLS LOT W-5A, BLDC3
111 -06 /hLD LOT 221
I11-07/HLDL0T222
412-07 /RT 9 LAhO,BLDGS
l31-05/WF,DBL0T,BLDG
1 13-20 / V^,CARR LOT 8,BLDGS
1 26-27 / W.OAR L0TBLD6S
1 08-07 / hLD LOT 282,BLDG5
108-08 /HLD LOT 282A
114-11/ShRLOT
114-13/W.B&£L0T6,BLD6
1 20-07 /FR LOT 5
117-17/ hLD L0T23
1 03-08 / WF.HLS LOT S502,BLDG
1
22-
1 / WhfTY LOT 30CrH & ShED
1
03- 1 4 & 1 5 / V/F.hL LOTS, BLD6S
101-086 & 087 /WF,HL5
1 23-02 /KSL0T,BLDG5
1 1 -065 & 066 / WF,HLS 544,545,BLDG5
111-31 /hLDLOT 162
11 1-32 /hLD LOT 137
126-19/RT 123L0T,BLD65
127-12/ A^DRDL0T,BLDG5
128-03/ 1834 HOUSE, LOT
1 29-04 /PAfK-MSR/QS
410-08,41 1-10,414-10,13,15,16,19.20,2
4 1 9-04 2 & 05 / ROBB LAND & BOYLE LD
414-
1 8 / B30TRU5L>V>0 &C/^P
131-30 /MRDGH 18,19,hH,BLDG
1 27-02 / WhTTY RD LOT^LDGS
1 1
8-
1 6 & 1 8 / WHT\ LOT 26,27,BLDG5
1 34-34 / Vif,TFD LOT J 1 7,BLDGS
1 26-37 /ShRL0T,BLD65






1 39-46 / WF,PR5LR LOT 1 7,BLDG5
120-29/HLAL0T12,ELDG
1 39-04 & 09 / CW L0TS,BLDGS
II 8-58 /hLD LOT 14
CUR U
nWNFR OF RFrORD
I OWN Oh S I OUOAUU VALUA I ION AND I AXbS AS OF 09-0 I -94
TAX flAP - / DFSrRIPTION
CARLISLE, ARNOLD H & PAULINE
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL
CARLISLE. DON D. & KERRY L.
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR &
CARLSON & STEELE
CARLSON, WILLIAM A &
CARROLL, DAVID & DIANE
CARTWRIGHT, BRIAN
CARUSO, ALBERT 6 & GAIL R
CASS, JAMES R. JR & JEAN C
CASTOR, SUSAN J. TRUSTEE
CASTOR, WESLEY R, JR ESTATE 415-20 / WF,CPL0T,BLDS5
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE 1 07-07 / hLD LOT 2 1
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE 1 1 9-23 / Nft/F.JLD LOT 25.BLD6
CECE, ELIZABETH J 131-15/ WF.IPLOT.BLDGS
CERNAK. CHARLES & JACQUELINE 1 19-15/SLEL0TBIIAa_D6
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERI M 1 13-71 /LTBYLOTLIA
1 28-06 /RTl 23 L0T3.CGS
408-02 / RT 1 23 LAM),BLDGS
1 20-06 /FR LOT 4,BLDG
1 1 -049 / WF^HLS LOT S29,BLD6S
116-22/H.DL0T98
116-24/H.DL0T96
1 27-37 / V^,AND RD LOT, BLJD6S
126-18/RT123L0T,BLDS
4 1 9-06 / CMTf RD LOT^LDGS
1 24-02 & 32 / ^,LSU LOT 2 1 .BLDG
139-14&15/CWL0TS.BLDGS
1 04-04 /'WF.HL LOT, BLDG
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERI M
CHAGNON, NANCY G
CHAGNON, THOMAS & NANCY
CHAMBERLAIN, CHRISTOPHER S
CHAMBERLAIN, MARILYN
CHAMPAGNE. NORMAN L &
CHAMPNEY. JAMES E, JR &.
CHAMPNEY, MARK A
CHAMPNEY. RONALD E & AMY
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CHANDLER, VICTORIA; ETALS
CHANDLER, WILLIAM E &
CHANDLER. WILLIAM E &
CHAPMAN, LEONA E & BURNO,
CHAPMAN, RONALD
CHARETTE, GERALD F &




CHICK, EDWARD G. & PRISCILLA




1 1 3-74 /LTBY LOT LI. BLDG
115-81 /HLDLOT 109,BLDGS
1 1 5-82 /FLD LOT t08,FND
41 1-12.12/0/^ Lji^ND




422-04. 1 / ChMPY LOT 1 , ELD6S
422-04.2 / CI-^PY LOT 2
422-043 /O-rPY LOT 3
415-12/WF,CPLAND
422-07.7/ OCR BAC14J^
1 37-82 /RT 9 LOT
1 37-83 /RT 9 LOT
1 25- 1 0. 1 & 1 0.2 / Shf! LOT,BLDGS
1 02-0 1 2 & 1 3 / H.S LOT S79A 579
101-005 /his LOT SI 11,BLDGS
11 1-35 /HLD LOT 142
1 22-04 /WHTY LOT 54B
1 23-08 /WHTY LOT 48
123- 10 /WHTY LOT 50
131-07/RT123L0T,BUDG
1 1 -057 & 058 / WF,H.S S37,S38,BLDG
121-22.6 /FRE LOT 17
113-13/ WF,W&H LOT 4,BLDG
113-I8/WF.CARRL0T7
CUR U
I OWN OH 'S I ODDAUD VALUA I ION AND I AXhS AS OF 09-0 I




CHROMIK, RICHARD & CHERYL
CHULAK, ALBERT J & MAJORIE D
CHULAK, ALBERT J & MAJORIE D
CICH0W5KI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CICH0W5KI, HENRY T & JENNIE
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLARK, DOROTHY L
CLARK, FRANK & PATRICIA N
CLARK, HENRY & CLARK, ALBERT
CLARK, JOHN A & PAULINE W
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A&JEANB





CLARK, PATRICIA E (MCnAHON)
CLARK, ROBERT H & ELIZABETH R











COHEN, HERBERT & PHYLLIS G
COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN
COLASURDO, MICHAEL J & DIANE
COLCL0U6H, RAYMOND H &
C0LCL0U6H, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLE, CALVIN C, 5R & GLADYS V
COLE, EDWARD C & JOANNE C
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAWRENCE & MARY
CONDON, ROBERT J & MELINDA B
CONGDON, WILLIAM S & JUNE
1 25-20 / \A/F,WLKR RD LOT 125
I01-079&080/WF,HLS 5,5
10l-122&123/t-L5L0TSS3l5,S316 04
1 1 3-35 / Wf.CARR LOT 1 0,BLD6S 0. A
ll3-36/V/F,CARRL0Tli 06
1 28-09 / RT 1 23 L0T,BLDG5 o.9
1 35-46 & 47 /WF.TFD LOTS L8,L2,BLDG 0.5
1 20- 1 / WF,FR LOT 6.BLDG5 1 .
5
n 3-6 1 / LTBY LOT L 1 8,BL£)BS 5.
1
408-25 / RT 1 23 LAND,BLDG 1 6,
1 30-07 /OFR LOT o,5
130-08 /OFR LOT 3,3
130-13/WF.RT I23LAND 104
130-I4/RT I23L0T,BL[X35 2.4
4 14-22/ MILL RD LOT 4.5
421-18/ BACKL^M) 5.0
121-22.2 /FRELOT 19 2 8
134-41 /WF,IPL0T,BLD6 0.3
1 05-02 / WF.CARR LOT 1 5B,BLDG
1 ,
1 05-03 / \A/F,CARR LOT 1 6,BLD65 8
117-18/HLDL0T24,BLDG5 1,9
141-085 /MLE LOT 5B1U3 0.
141-091 /liLE LOT 1 2B7U3 02
419-7.22 / aNE LOT 1, BLDG 2.4
133-17/WF.TFDLOTD7 1.1
419-072 /TARBa<RDLjWD,BLDGS 2.0
420-03. 1 / CMY RD LAND, BLDGS 12.7
1 09-05 /H.D LOT 264 17
1 09-06 /KD LOT 265 1.5
1 09-07 /HD LOT 266 1.8
121-12 /WF,FRrW LOT 8,BLD6 03
103-1 1/WF,HLS LOT 5804 04
424-32 / ARKWD LOT, BLDGS
1 4.
135-41 TO 43 /TFD LOTS (l/9l^^") o.O
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT). 0.0
1 35-5 1 & 52 / Vrf,TFD LOTS L5,L7,BLDG5 0.5
421 -07 / GRAY LOT 6,BLDG5 n . 1
1 04-28 / VvF,CAPR LOT 9,BLD6S 0.
4
1 02-089 / V/F.K.5 LOT S2 1 7,BLDGS 0.3
1 41 -041 / MLE LOT 1 8B3U2,C/AMP o.2
135-04/ RT 123 L0T,W,BLD6S 0.
1 15-49/ WFHDLOT 1 15A,BLDG 1 .




I OWN 01- 'o I ODUAUD VALUA I ION ANO I AXbS AS OF 09-0 1 -94
nWNFR OF RFCORn
CONGDON, WILLIAM 5 & JUNE;
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W
CONKLIN. DWIGHT E




COOK, JOHN W & VERA M
CORONER, KENNETH, JR & ALMA





COSKER, JOHN & LINDA
COSTANZO, LAVINA S; ETALS
C05TANZ0, LAVINA S; ETALS
COSTANZO, LAVINA S; ETALS
COSTELLO, JOHN 8. GENEVIEVE
COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE 5
COTTER, BERNARD P 8c AGNES
COTTER, DONALD W & CYNTHIA J
COTTER, TIMOTHY J &
COTTON FAMILY TRUST, THE
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L &
COWIE, MARJORIE R & ROBERT C
COX, WILLIAM T & HAZEL M
COYNE, JOHN D. & COHEN,
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CRISMAN. JAMES H & PATRICIA
CRISMAN, JAMES H L PATRICIA
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CROAN, PETER B
CROCKETT, CYNTHIA M
CROTEAU, JOHN & JOANNE M,




TAX tlAP ' I nrSCRIPTION
1 1 4-05 / WF.TLMN LOT 1 .BLDGS
1 1 9-42 /VvF,CNGRVE LOT I,BLDGS
1 1 9-4D / WF,\«HTY LOT 1 7,BLDG5
110-12 /K-D LOT 281
107-01 /rtIlL0T247
109-12 /HLD LOT 257




1 1 5-66 / WF,H.D LOT 107C,BLDG5
11 5-67 /HLD LOT 107A
11 5-84 /HLD LOT I07B
119-20/WF,JLDL0T27A
135-12 /RT 123L0T,BLDG
1 33-09 /WF,TFD LOT C5
1 34-22 /TFD LOT I8,BLDG
1 34-27 / WF,TFD LOT I6A (ROW)
134-40/WF,IPL0T,BLDG
1 39-30 & 32 / ^M^,ARKWD L0TS,BLDG5





1 23-06 / WHTY LOT 41 £LDGS
127-10/ AND RDLOT.BLDGS
103-1 3 /WFJHL LOT, BLDGS
1 26-67 /RT 123 LOT





424-19/ ARKVC LOT 2
424-24/ ATEN RD LOT, BLDGS
1 02-063 & 064 / WF,HLS S243,242,BLDG5
1 29-05 /nSR LOT,BLDG5
11 2- 1 5 / WF,HJD LOT 33 1 ,BLDG
140-22/ n£ LOT 16B4U1,BLDG
1 1 -053 / WF,hLS LOT 5333LDG
101-039/ I-LSL0T519
1 1 -040 / H.S LOT 520,BLD6
CUR U
I OWN Oh 5 I ODDAUO VALUA I ION AND I AXbS AS OF 09-0 1 -94
OWNER OF RECORD
CURRID, CHARLES H & REGINA M
CURRY, DONALD J
CURRY, MAY L
CURTIS, LAWRENCE R &
CUSHING, KAREN A &
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH fi
CUSHNA, BRUCE R & ELIZABETH R








DAHL I N6, ALBERT C
DANIELS, GEORGE H & NEVA E
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A
DARDANI, NOEL H. & MARTIN 0,
DAVEY, WESLEY J & PAULINE B
DAVIDSON, JOHN & JOAN
DAVIS, DONALD D & ISABEL B
DAVIS, FREDERICK D & ESTELLE C
DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JOHN R 8. ELINOR H
DAVIS, ROBERT & NANCY
DAVIS, ROBERTA
DE LONG, FRANCES A
DEACON, ROBERT C & VIRGINIA M
DEACON, ROBERT C & VIRGINIA M
DEACON, ROBERT C & VIRGINIA M
DEANGELIS, EDSON R & KAREN H
DEGRUCCIO, NICHOLAS P &
DELANO, NORMAN J & HAZEL
DELUDE, RICHARD A.
DEMASI, ANDREW
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMEOLA, WILLIAM & PATRICIA
DEMERS, DAVID C & MARC I A R
DEPIERREFEU, ALAIN Y
DERMANOUELIAN, ARAM
TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION




1 20-01 . 1 / EATON TRK B,BLDG5
410-01 & 02.2 /CPR LOT
410-03/CPRLOT
415- 15 / KNIGhrr RD LOT, GLD6
415-I67/WF,CPL0T
1 36- 1 7 / WF,TFD LOT A5,BL[X35
4 1 7-02 / BACKLAND OFF BOULDER RD
417-06/BACXLAND




1 2 1 -228 / WF.FRE LOT 1 3,BLDGS
1 33- 1 3 / WF.TFD LOT D3,BLD6
422- 1 5. 1 / RT 9 L/^ND.BLDGSriH




1 38- 1 9,20,40,41 ,42 / WF,a. ACCESS
1 36-32 /WF,TFD LOT All
1 22-27 / WF,VHrY LOT 2,BLD6S
139-21 /CVvfLOT.BLDOS
1 02-045 / WF,H.S LOT 563£LD6
1 02-059 / WF,H_S LOT S247,BLDG
128-1I/K5L0T,BLD65
1 04-30 /WF.H. BEACH LOT
105-41 /WF,PCL0T,BLD6S
1 05-42 /WF,PC LOT
1 39-24,25,37,38 / WF.CW L0T5,BLDG5
421-31 /BACKLAND OFF 123
l37-37/5BRL0T,BLD6
421-16&25/BBRLAND,
424-35 /ARKWD LOT 12
1 1 9-28 /FLD LOT 85A
1 1 9-30 / WF,JLD LOT 1 9,BLDG5
1 27-08 & 09 / AND RD LOT,BLDGS
416-01 /BACKb^ND
422- 1 6 / Bj^KL/^OF RT 9
421- 17/ BACKLAND
CUR U
I OWN 01- S I ODOAUD VALUA I ION AND I AXbS AS OF 09-0 I -94
OWNFR OF RFCORD
I OWN Oh 'olODDARD VALUAIION AND I AXES AS OF 09-01




DUHAMEL, ROBERT R, NO
DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH M
DUPL 1 55 1 E.HARRIET
DURAL, BRUCE T & SUSAN J
DURAND, EDWARD A & RAYMOND
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R &
DW7ER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EA6AN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EA6AN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET












EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISE M
EDSON, PHILIP L& LOUISE n
EDSON, PHILIP L& LOUISE M
EDWARDS, JOHN W & BERTHA R
EDWARDS&SHIPPE




ELLIS, BARBARA L & WALTER E
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. & ALFRIEDA
ERLER. JOEL F. NOREEN & JON F
ESTATE OF REEK5TIN, WILLIAM F
E5TE 5, RICHARD D





FARRELL, INDA E, KIRK & SHAUN
FAULKNER, CHARLES S &
422-22 /RT 9 LAND
117-05/H_DL0T40
423-12 /RT 9 LAND
107-10 /HJD LOT 301
1 25-22 /ShRLOLBLDGS
1 25-23 /ShR LOT





11 4-22 /GORE LOT 4
1 25-24 /Sl-R LOT
1 25-26 /ShP LOT
1 26-52 / WF.SHR L0T,BLDG5
1 22-34 /WF LOT
1 22-36 /HL LOT
128- 12 /K5 LOT
128-13/KSL0T,5h€D
4 11 -03 / E/S KlNGS ST LAhD,BLDGS
125-11/ SHR L0T.BLD6
112-01 /l-LD LOT 322
131-17&18/MRDGHL0T 1.2
1 3 1 -22 & 23 / rRDGH LOTS 5,6,BLDG5
131-24/ V/F,MRD6H LOT 6B




408-2 1 .3 / r-RDH6 LOT 3, BLDG
408-21.1 /n^DHG LOT 1,BLDG
420-29 /RTl 23 LOT, BLDG
1 39-47 / V/F,PR5LR LOT 1 6,BLD6
1 1 -052 / WH.5 LOT S32.BLDGS
1 39-28 & 33 / V/F,CW L0TS,BLDG5
421-27/RT123U\ND
1 38- 1 4& 45 / V/F,GL LOT & LAND.BLDGS
1 26-03 /WF,DBL0T,BLDG5
1 35-41 TO 43 / TFD LOTS (1 /9 INT)
135-49/ BEACH (l/9im")
1 35-50 / WF.TFD LOT L4,a£lG
1 02-01 6 8. 01 7 / HLS LOT S83, S84,BLDG









































I OWN 01- S I ODDAHO VALUA I ION AND I AXbS AS OK 09-0 1 -94
nWNFR OF RFCORn
FAULKNER, CLARENCE A &
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FELIX, DONALD R & JEAN L
FELT, MARY E & 6REENE, HAROLC 1 37-35 / N5R LOT,BLDGS
FELTU5, CARROLL M & JOYCE 104-12/ WF>IL LOT. BLD6S
FENNELL, JAMES S. & BELINDA L 419-08/CNTYR3LOT
TAX MAP * / PFSCRIPTION
I34-OI.2/0'NEILWOODLOT
4 1 0-06 / C/riP CN ANDORRA LD
4 1 0-09 / DU5SALT HOUSE B/O
4 1 0-09 / PRAH HSE>WOBRA LD
1 37-46 & 60 / WF,6L LOT.BLDOS
FERENC, MARK & RHONDA
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER. DAVID R & BETTY JANE
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP. OWNERS
FIASCONARO, GEORGE &
FILES, TERRY H. & SANDRA H.
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J &
FIONDELLA, PAUL & CHARLA B
FISH, JILL E
FISKE, MALCOLM A.
FITZPATRICK, MARY E &
FLAHERTY, FRANCIS E & EVELYN
in-08/SLELOT71
42 1 -20 / BACKLANO OFF BBR
li6-32/HLDL0Tg2,eLD&
1 20-20 /WF, FLA ISLAND
1 07-02 /FLD LOT 246




1 22-20 / WF.VMY LOTS 8,9:BLDG5
424-25 / ATEN RD LOT. ELDO
118-61/14.0 LOT 35
FLEMMING, DONALD N & PAULA K 133-14/ WF.TFDLOT D4,BLDG
FLETCHER, LAURA









FOLLANSBEE, RICHARD D &
FONTAINE, DAVID
FONTAINE, JEANM
FORCIER, THOMAS J & LUCILLE A
FOREHAND, STEPHEN & JANET
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B
417-04& 1 / BOJLDER RD LOTS, BLD6S






11 5-04 /FLD LOT 81
11 6-35 /FLD LOT 89
11 6-36 /FLD LOT 88
1 26-70 / WF.RT 1 23 L0T,BLD6S
116-14/ FLD LOT 47
1 37-33 /SBRLOT.BLDGS
122-13/ WHTTLOT.BLDGS
1 34-07 /TFD LOT J6
118-10/ V/F.WHTY LOT 20,BLD6
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS B 124-06/FRSTTRKII,FND
FORREST, GERALD R 5. PHYLLIS B 124-12 / WF.LSULOT V.ELDG
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES 1 1 1 -04 / FLD LOT 2 1
9
FORSTER, WALTER & FRANCES 1 1 1 -05 / FLD LOT 220
FORSYTH, WILLIAM 6 & JOAN 1 33-08 / V/F,TFD LOT C4,BLDG
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH D 126-39 / SFRLOT.BLDGS
CUR U
lOWN Oh SIOUDAUO VALUAIION AND I AXbb AS Oh 09-01-94
OWNER OF RECORD
FOX, ROBERT 5 & PATRICIA A
FRAULINI, BARBARA G &
FRAZIER, ROLAND J & SUSIE H
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPnENT, INC.
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC
FULLER, BARRY & JOYCE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSE M
FULLING, LESTER F& ROSE M
FULTON, WAYNE S & AMY L
FUTTERLIEB, DAVID A ETALS
FYFE, BRADFORD
FYFFE, JAMES R
6ABERSECK, TIMOTHY J. &
SAGNE, PETER C
GAGNE, PETER C
SA6N0N, DAVID R & NANCY L
6AGN0N, GLENN P & LAURA M
SAGNON, JOSEPHINE & COT A,
GA6N0N, PAUL M & DORIS Y
GALEY, HELEN F
GALLANT, RUTH & PATRICIA A
GALLOWAY, JEAN M ESTATE
GALLUP & HALL
6ANLEY, JOHN F, JR & MARY M
GARAND, KENNETH & MARVELINE
GARNETT, GORDON A. &
GARNETT, GORDON & ZELASNY,
GARRITY, EDITH I
6ASPER0NI, HELEN M
6A5S, EDWARD R, III & LINDA A
SATES, FAITH B





GAY, JERROLD R & BEVERLY A
GAY, LOIS W
6EBHARDT, RICHARD L &
CUR U
TAX MAP * I DESCRIPTION ACRES ACRES
1 39-29 & 32.0 1 / WF,I-EALY LOTS 27B i . i
1 22- 1 6 / WF.VUHTY LOT 1 3,BLDG5 o. 7
1 1 -062 & 063 / WF.HLS S42,542A.BLDG 0,5
11 5-6 1 TO 63 / WF,|-LD 33,34, ] 20A,BLDGS i . o
403-03 /LAND-W/SHL( 1/2 INT) 4.8
415-01 /BAOCU^ND 77.0
4l2-05/0/^RL0T,BLD6S 3.6
420-17 /OCR LOT, BLD6 4.5
420-18/0KCRLA^D 10.7
420-27 /OKCR LOT o.4
101-001 /H5L0T 5107 o.7
101-077&078/WF,KSS56,S57.BL[X3 0.3
107-11 /HD LOT 302 5.4
1 20-39 /KA PARCEL D 5.0
1 1 0-06 /l-LD LOT 288. BLDG 1,3
121-10 /V/F,FRrrj LOT 6,BLDG 0.4
1
C5-0 1 / WF.CARR LOT 1 5^BLD6S 0.
8
137-1 3 /WF,C3L ACCESS LOT o.O
1 37-84 /RT 9 LOT o.5
108-10 /hLD LOT 276 3.4
106-15/ hLD LOT 305,BLDG 3.8
1 37-24 / BRD WF.SBR L0T,BLDG5 0.3
1 35- 1 9 / RT 1 23 L0T£LD6S 0.
2





141-069 /MLE LOT «5U2 03
41 4-07.5 /CPW LOT 5,ELDG 5.1
421-1 1.2/ RT9LAhD 57.0
4 1 4-2 1 / M5R LjWD, BLDGS 53.0
115-28/SLEL0T64 0.5
414-24/0^EILLA^D 108.O
116-15/ hLD LOT 46 1.6
1 37-30 /SBRL0T,BLDGS o.l
12l-15/FRmL0TABL£i6 0.8
122-31 / WF, LOT 26.BLDG5 0.5
113-07/W&HL0T9 0.2
tl3-08/V/F,V(/&HL0T 0.8
113-11 8.12/ WF,W&H LOT 3,BLDGS o.3
1 24-03, 30 & 3 1 / \A/F,LSU LOTS 1 9,20,BLDG 1 .
6
1 39-50 & 5 1 / WF.PRSLR LTS 1 2, 1 3,BLDG5 1 .
I19-I9/SLEL0TB6 02
^O^^"- WST
I OWN Oh 'o I ODDARL) VALUA I ION AND I AXhS AS OK 09-0 1 -94
OWNFR OF fjFConn TAX MAP ' I nFSrRIPTinN
408-l7/D0ERDL0T,BLDGS
122-I1&I2/V/HTYL0T29
122-18 8, 19/ V/F.WHTi'LT 1 IJO.BLDGS
1 04-29 / Vvf,CAPR L0T,BLD65
lJ7-38/SBRL0T,BLDGS
1 02-032 /K.5 LOT 598
1 02-004 & 005 / HL5 LOT S72,573£LDG
1 02-033 /hLS LOT S99
42 1 -04 / GRAY LOT 4,BLDGS
113-19/ WF.CARR LOT 7A£LDG5
423- 1 4 / SOOTH ST LOT. ELDG
1 40-34 /MLE LOT 17B3U1
424-23 / ARKWO LOT 1
124-13 /WF,L5U LOT 8,BLDG
141-104/ MLE LOT 10B4J3
118-04/Wl-rTYL0T51
422-26 /RT 9 L/>ND
420-033 / CMTY RD BACNJ^ND
420-04 /CNTYRD LOT
1 39-26 & 36 / V/F.CW L0T5.BLD65
109-15 /HLD LOT 259A
109-16 /hLD LOT 260
110K)1/I-LDLOT290
110-02/H.DL0T289,BLDG
110-11 /1-LD LOT 284
1 02-080 / WF.H.S LOT 5226
1 33- 1 / WFJFD LOT C6,BLD6
124-01 /WHTYRDLOT.BLDG
1 13-01 /WF.eORE LOT 2A
1 25-04 /ZR LOT
1 25-05 /WF.ZRLOT.BLDOS
107-14/ HLDLOT 151
107-15/ HLD LOT 150
107-16 /HLDLOT 149
107-21 /K.DL0T 144
107-22 /hLD LOT 143




GETTY, VIVIAN L, STEPHEN E &
6IANFERRARI, EDMUND A &
eiBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA
GIBBS, KENNETH N & MONA N
GIBBS, KENNETH N & MONA N
GIBBS, MELVINE & JUDITH A
GIBSON, HERBERT G & HAZEL C
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GIRARD, DAVID P & BARBARA




GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEASGN, NANCY; HAYES, C
6LEBUS, MARY L
GLOWNEY, LAWRENCE R &
GOAD, BARBARA FERCHAK
60DDARD, JAMES D &
GODDARD, JAMES D &
GODDARD, JAMES D &
GODFREY, JOSEPH P & KATHLEEN
GGODALE, ROBERT C & SALLY A
GOODENOUGH. PETER W. &
GORE, FRANK E & BARBARA C
GORZELANY, TERRY H
GORZELANY, TERRY H
G05SELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
G055ELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
60STYLA, PETER J
GOSTYLA, PETER J. & ELIZABETH 127-36&41 / WF/\ND RD L0T5£LDG5
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA
GOULD, JOAN M
60ULET, LEOPOLD & PAULINE
6RABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
6RABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
121-22.5/ FRELOT 16
1 1 9-32 /H-D LOT 85B
1 22-37 / WF,LSU LOT 1 .BLD65
106-16/\Af.FLDLOT306
1 06-1 4 /H-D LOT 308
CUR U
OWNER OF RECORD
I OWN Oh SIODUARD VALUATION AND I AXtS AS OF 09-01




GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
6RA1N5ER, EDWARD J & CLAIRE L
6RANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
6RANDPRE, LOUIS E & VIRGINIA
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GRANT, LYLE D & JULIA V
GREEN, DONALD C & JEAN R
GREEN, DONALD C & JEAN R




GRESTY, RONALD, 5R & JUDITH
GRE5TY, RONALD, SR & JUDITH
GRIBBLE, LAWRENCE V & NORITA
6RIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIEZE-JUR6ELEVICIUS,
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS, EM.
GRIFFON, ROBERT R & ELIZABETH
6RIMARD, ROGER W & GOULD,
6RINUK, MARK A. & CHARLENE E.
GRISKONIS, JOSEPH
6R0BECKER, RICHARD
6R0BECKER, RICHARD J &
GROBECKER, RICHARD J &





6UAY, RICHARD & DONNA LEE
GUI DA, ALEXANDERS, III
6UIDA, BERNARD J & PHYLLIS
6USTAF50N, CLARENCE W
GUTTINGER, ROGER T





1 1 HD34 TO 036 / WF,I-LS 514-51 6,BLD65
I06-01/I-LDL0T320
1 06-02 / HLD LOT 3 1 9,BLDG5
1 07-09 /HD LOT 300
1 38-0 1 / 15LAhO IN GRANITE LAKE
1 35-41 TO 43 / TFD L0T5 ( 1 /9 INT)
135-49 /BEACH (1/9 INT)
1 35-58 / V^.TFD LOT L 1 6.BLDGS
124-C5/FRSTTRKI
1
24- 1 4& 1 5 / WF. L5U LOT 9. 1 OABLDGS
1 05-39 & 40 / WF.PC LOTS.BLDG
1 09-09 /hLD LOT 268
109-10 /H_D LOT 269
1 04-03 /\Af,HL LOT, BLDG
118-47/JCLLOT 19.BLD6
118-48/JDLLOT20
1 1 7-03 / H.D LOT 8
118-27/WHTYL0T39£LDG5
11 8-28 /HLD LOT 1
408-06 /RT 123 LAND
124-11 /WF.LSUL0T6,ELD6
1 1 -094 / \A/F,I-LS LOT S202.BLDG5
11 9-02 /hLD LOT 38
1
02- 1 03 & 1 04 / HLS LOTS S279.S280
116-I0/5LE,L0T337
10 1-030 /WF.hLS LOTS 10
101-0138.014/HLSLOTSl 19,51 18
101-031 &032/WF,HLSSll &S12,BLDGS
126-13 /RTl 23 L0T,BLDG
1 37-06 /WF,6L ACCESS LOT
1 37-52 & 55 /WF,GL LOT
1 37-79 /RT 9 LOT
1 02-0 1 8 TO 02 1 / HLS 585 TO S87,BLDS
1 01 -01 6 / hLS LOT 5 1 30,BLD6S
424-2 1/ATEN ROLAND
1 38-24& 33 / W,6L ACCESS & LOT,SHED
1 1
-
1 04 TO 1 06 / WF.HLS S 1 93,S 1 92.BLDGS
1 1 -050 & 05 1 / V/F,hLS S30,S3 1 ,BLDG
107-25 /hLD LOT 213
414-30/LANDCFFRT123












































I OWN Of- 5 I ODUARD VALUA (ION AND I AXES AS OF 09-0 I -94
I OWN Oh SIODDARD VALUATION AND lAXtS ASOF 09-01-
OWNER OF RECORD
HAYES, MICHAEL J & SUSAN J
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN






HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A.













MEBERT, ARTHUR L & NANCY A
HEBERT, E J & J E
HEBERT, VERDE W, JR & PAMELA
HEIM, AUDREY, M
HELLER, DALE E
HENDERSON, K DOUGLAS &
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CI VIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
MIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
MIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
94
TAX MAP ' / DESCRIPTION
I OWN Oh S I ODDARD VALUA I ION AND I AXbS AS OF 09-0 1 -94
nWNFR OF RFrORD
HIDDEN LAKE CIVIC ASSOCIATION
HIGHLAND LAKE ASSOCIATION







HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL. ROGER n & CAROL M
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
HILTZ, RONALD E
HILTZ, RONALD E





HODGSON, MARK S. & SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN. CAROLYN C & TERRY E
HOFFMAN. CAROLYN C & TERRY E
HOGG, FRANK W & 6WENNETH
HOGUE, TIMOTHY E & WOODS.
HOLLAND, DONALD. JR
HOLLAND, DONALD R &
HOLLAND. RICHARD
HOLMES. DAVID S
HOLMES. ROBERT L & DENISE
HOLMSTROM. CYNTHIA J
HOMFELD. GEORGE J & GLORIA 6
HOOPER, MICHAEL J & WHITE.
HOPKINS, MILDRED E.. TRUSTEE
HORSFALL, ETHEL & JAMES H






HUARD. AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUARD. AIME. JR & DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME. SR & GEORGETTE





1 37-32 /SBR LOT
12101 /WF.nAI>MTRKII.BLDG
1 37-09 / WF.RT 9,6L LOT.BLDG
422-02.H & 23 / RT 9 L^^. BLD65
422-24 / MCCLURE BACKIjMvO
1 37-07 /WF,6L ACCESS LOT




1 30-09 /OFR LOT
1 37-27 / GL WF. 1 II INT BEACH
1 37-5 1 & 56 / Wf.6L L0T.ELD6S
137-73/ l/2W/HAniLT0N
423-05 / PRIEST LA^O ( 1 /2 INfT)
1 24-08 / WF.LSU LOT 3,BLDG
106-10 /H_D LOT 312
131-1 1/RT 123 L0T.I-H,BLDGS
116-34/HLDL0T90.BLD6S
1 08-22 /H_D LOT 250.BLD6
411-12.11/ OAR L>^ND
411-14/SHRLAND.BLDG
411 -1220/ OAR L>iMD,BLD6
1 26-43 /SI-RBAOQ.0T
415-24T0 26/ WF.CP LOT.BLDG
114-O7/WF.hLL0T,BLDGS
1 33- 1 2 / WF.TFD LOT D2,BLDG
109-1 l/HLD LOT 256.BLD6
41 6-05 / GILSUM/5TDRD LOT.BLDG
1 26-40 /WF.ShR LOT.BLDG
126-33 /OAR LOT.ru
1 35-4 1 TO 43 / TFD LOTS (1 /9 INT)
1 35-44 & 45 / TFD LOT L9.BLD6S




403-02 / MlhMOn SURVEY ( 1 /5 INT)
1 13-22 / WF.CARR LOT 9.BLD6S
I OWN 01- b I ODUAHU VALUA I ION AND I AXhb AS Oh 09-0 1 -94
OWNER OF RECORD
HOARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HOARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HOBER, DEAN G & RUTH E
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA
HUNTER, HAZEL I
HORD, CHERYL A
HUSSEY, JOSEPH E & CHRISTINE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & WAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & WAYNE
HUSTED, VIRGINIA S C & WAYNE
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E, SR
INGERSON, FRED E
IRELAND. NATHANIEL F & HELEN
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IVES, DAVID R & ELAINE
JABL0N5KI, MICHAEL & LYNN
JACKSON, SHERWOOD L. & ELLEN
JACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE 6
JAMES, RONALD W & JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G & LYNNE M
JARVIS, LAWRENCE F & CAROLE
JARVIS, STEPHENS, III &
JAWORSKI, JOSEPH
JEAN, HERBERT W & ELEANOR R
JEFTS, MABLE H
JEJER, PHILIP C




JEROME, RICHARD W, JR &
JOERGER, WILLIAM & PALONEN,
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, LESTER M; HEIRS
JOHNSON, LOUISE V
JOHNSON, MARK R (LT) &
JOHNSON, PATRICIA A
JONES, LEON F & JAN M
JONES, MARTHA E
TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
ll3-34/CARRLOT5IOA\B
403-02 / MINMOn SURVEY (3/5 It^)
411-I1.3/SBAL0T5
1 27-35 / WF,AND RD LOT^LDG




II 7-20 /H-D LOT 25
1 17-21 /hLD LOT 26
424-12/ ARKWO LOT 8
1 19-04/ H.DL0T 104
1 02-074 & 075 / WF,HL5 5232,523 1 ,BLD6
408-03 / RT 123 LAND.BUD6S
1 02-082 TO 085 / WF.HLS 522 1 -5224.BLDG
1 02-095 TO 098 / HL5 LOTS 527 1 -5274
1 22- 1 5 / WF, WHTY LOT 1 4.0.005
108-1 6 /hLD LOT 270, BLDG
408-09 /RT 123L0T3LDG5
1 20-26 /HU\ LOT 9
114-18/ V/F,B&E LOT 2A,B1DSS
1 1 4-20 /B&E LOT 2B
107-06 /hLD LOT 211
n5-52/WF,5LEL0T47
I C5-06 / V/F.CARR LOT 1 9,BLD65
1 02-022 /H.5 LOT S88
1 22-30 /WF, LOT 25,BLDG5
1 26-72 / WF.RT 1 23 LOT.BLDG
1 14-12/ ShR LOT, BLDG
1 34-33 / WF.TFD LOT J 1 8.BLD6
II 7-23 /hLD LOT 55
121-22.7 /FRELOT 14
1 2 1 -23 / W.FRTM L0T.BLDG5
1 36-38 / VvF.TFD LOT B3.BLDGS
1 08-28 & 29 / HLD L0T238.BLD6
141-020/MLELOT9B7U2
141-021 /MLE LOT 8B7U2
421-14/ BORLAND
1 25- 1 3 / WLKR RD LOT.BLDG
419-12 /CNTYRD LAND
1 37-34/ SGR/NSR LOT,BLDG
1 27-38 / WF,AND RD PENM.BLDGS
1 3 1 -35 / MFD6H LOT 22,BLDG
CUR U
I OWN OF SIODOARD VALUAIION AND I AXbS AS OF 09-01-94
OWNFR OF RFrOBD TAX MAP « / PFSCRIPTION




JUBERT. MICHAEL J & KAREN J
KACZKA. EMIL 5..JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAPANTAIS, STEPHEN &
KAPIJ, JERRY E & SOPHIE
KAUFER, MARIE A
KAUFMAN, ROBERT Y (VC-ADM)
KAUFMAN, ROBERT Y (VC-ADM)
KAVALAU5KAS, VI TOLD J &
KAVALAU5KA5, VITOLD J &
KAVJIAN, ANDREW & FALZONE,
KELLY, FRANCIS J, JR &
KEMPF, DOROTHY J
KENNEDY, WILLIAM & PATRICIA
KENT, KENNETH M & EWEL5,
KENYON, STEVEN G & LINDA M
KERBER, EVELYN E
KERBER, EVELYN E
KERCEWICH, JERRY, JR &
KERNOZICKY, KONSTANTIN
131-41 /MRD6HL0T 10
1 02-044 / WF,hLS LOT 562BLDG




1 1 9-33 / WF,HLD LOT 65C,eLD6S
n9-34/WF,H-DL0T85D
1 1 -041 TO 043 / WF,HL5 52 1 -23,BLDG
1 24-24 / WySU LOT 1 6,BLDGS
1 37-40 /SBRL0T.BLDGS
115-76/SLEL0T40
1 15-77 /SLE LOT 39




1 02-006 /H.S LOT 574
1 20-083 / WF,FRE LOT 1 2,BLD6S
115-65 /WF,SLE LOT 3 1,ELD6
1 18-12/ \WHTY LOT 22riH
1 26-28 /VvF,0ARL0T,BLDG
1 26-29 / W.Om L0T,BLD65
1 28-08 /RTl 23 L0T,BLDG5
1 30-19 /WF.DBLOT.BLDG
Kl DESS, ATTALLAH A & HELEN B 1 05-05 / Wf,CARR LOT 1 8,BLDG5
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z 120-32/FIJVLOT 1 5,BLD6 8. BACK LOT 16
KIESSLIN6, EDWARD P & ELISSA 1 02-046 / V(/FjHL5 LOT S64,BLDSS
KILEY, MILDRED 1 3 1 -42 & 43 / MRDSH LOT 9,BLDG
KILLEFFER, ROBERT A, JR & 135-14/RT 123L0T,BLD&







1 02-026 8, 027 / FLS LOT 592.593JiH.SHD
130-16/ DBD LOT
130-17/'WF,DBLOT,BLDG
1 2 1 -04 / WF,FRnN LOT C,SFED5







KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P
KIVELA, THOMAS F & MARY LOU




I OWN 01- SIODDAUD VALUAIION AND I AXtS AS OF 09-0)




KLIE, HENRY A & HESTER C
KNICELY, GERALD E & BARBARA
KNI6HT, STEPHEN H & VIKKI L
KOCHIS. LAURA B
KOCHIS, LAURA B
KOELLER, FLOYD E & JOAN G
KONTROVITZ, NICHOLAS A &
KOPRISKI, MICHAEL J & MARION
KRASIN5KI, BERNARD & IRMA
KRASINSKI. BERNARD & IRMA
KRAVARIK, GEORGE R &
KRIDER, MARK R & DEBORAH L
KRUTT, RICHARD L
KUBECK. GERALD E & BARBARA
KUEHL, JOHN F, JR & BETH E
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE
KUMPU. WALTER R & MARJORIE
KUMPU, WALTER R & MARJORIE








LABERGE, JANET L & STANTON,
LABER6E, JANET L & STANTON,
LABUKAS, JOHN C & JODI M
LACHANCE, MARK & PAMELA
LADD III, HAROLD J & JUDITH L
LADD III. HAROLD J. & JUDITH L
LAPARGUE, FLORENCE W
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE T
LAFLEUR, MARK R &LISAM
LAFRANCHISE, EDWARD J &













1 13-46 &47 /OW LOTS 1 3B, 14B,BLDG5 0.5
127-01 /VvTNYRD LOT 3.6
1 02-056 / WF,MER LOT 3,BLDG 1 .0
1 04-26 / \A/F,CARR LOT 7.BLDGS 0.
3
104-27/WF,CARRL0T8 0.4
1 30-03 / RT 1 23/OFR LAND£LDG5 11 1 .4
1 2D-2 1 / VvF.HA LOT 4£LD65 0,
7
120-18/HLAL0T6,BLD6 0.9
112-18/ WF.HLD LOT 334BLDG 2.6
1 23-03 /WHTC LOT 44 2.6
1 1 -076 / WFJHLS LOT S55,BLD6S 0,2
102-034/1-15 LOT SI 00 0.2
1 02-040 & 04 1 / WF,H.S LOTS S58,S59 8
417-07/ATENRDBACKL/^ 19.0
1 40-36 /MTNUiKE ESTATES LOT 3,8
li5-26/HLDL0T75.BLDG5 \A
tl5-30/H_DL0T74 1.4
115-31 /H.D LOT 73 1.3
115-32/HLDBACN-0T78A 1.8
116-28/K-DL0T72 1.4
1 08-27 /HLD LOT 240 1.4
118-29/HLDL0T2 1.6
118-31/H-DL0T3 1.4
1 20-09. 1 / WF,FRE LOT 1 0,BLDG 1 .5
420-03.2 /CMYRDLAIvD.BLDGS 2.2
108-19 /HD LOT 253 2.7
1 08-20 /t-LD LOT 252 2.7
1 37-39 / V*F 6L.SBR LOT,BLDGS 0,2
140-21 / rif LOT 16B4U1 0.2
109-19 /H_D LOT 263 2.2
134-03 8. 04 /TFD LOTSJ2J3 1.5
1 34-38 & 39 /WF,"rFDLTJ14,J14A,BLDGS 0.4
107-28 /HLD LOT 242 0.9
140-19 /li-E LOT 13B6U1 0.
1
139-02/ CWLOT 1.2
1 39-05 TO 08 /CW LOTS 0.6
1 39-35 /WF,GL ACCESS o.O
^3-01 /BACKL/^ND OFF ^eR 36.0
TOTAL I^
VALUE ;if










LAMY, MAURICE & JANE
LANOALE, DEAN & CHRISTINE
LAN6, CHARLES & DARELLE J
LANGILLE, EDWARD D & HAZEL
LANNI, CHARLES L & NICHOLAS
LARI VIERE. CHRISTOPHER J
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE




LAVOIE, YVONNE (MRS RICHARD)
TAX HAP ' I PFSCRIPTION
424-26 /ARKVAD LOT 19
424-27 /ARKWD LOT 18
424-28 /ARK\WD LOT 17
424-29 /ARK\«D LOT 16
424-30 /ARKM) LOT 15
424-31 //«KWD LOT
41h06/ri5RL0T.BLDGS
1 26-55 / WF,STN RD LOT.BLDGS
132-n /WF.1PL0T,BLDG
1 08-06 /HD LOT 283. BLD6
1 37-20 / BRK \M^,f>6R/SBR LOT.BLDGS
1 1 -095 & 096 / V/F.HLS 520 1 .S200.BLDG
1 08-23 /1-LD LOT 249
1 27-39 / WF.AND RD LOT.BLDGS
137-85/R9 9L0T.BLDG
1 37-86 /RT 9 LOT
1 37-45 / SBR/NSR LOT.BLDGS
118-02/WHrt'L0T45
1 23-07 /WHTY LOT 47
1 3 1 -09 / 1 /3 W/BEAUDIN & BERNIER
LEDWITH, ROSWELL B & DOROTHY 1 1 -054 / VvF.hLS LOT S34.BLDG
LEE, HENRY R, JR & MARY
LEES, GEORGE E, JR & BALL.
LEFRANC0I5. JOHN M &
LEHRMAN, HENRY J, 1 1
1
LEHTINEN. MARY & EDWIN
LEINWEBER, RICHARD & MAUREEN
LEKBER6, JIM M & REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K & JEAN M
LENT, DALE & RICHARD
LEONARD, GEORGE & JEANNE






LES, JOHN & JANICE
LE5, JOHN & JANICE
LESSARD, AIME E, JEANNE M.
LESSARD, GERARD J & JEAN B
LEVANDOWSKI, ROBERT A &
119-01 /H.DL0T36.BLDG
1 02-039 /H.S LOT S81
1 39-49 / WF.PRSLR LOT 1 4.BLDG5
404-05 / DODGE LAND.BLDG
410-04/ CPR LOT
120-16/ HLA LOT 14
1 1 -024 & 025 / WF.HLS S5.56A,BLDGS
1 1 8-07 / VMY LOT 54ABLDGS
1 02-023 /hLS LOT S89,BLDG
130-21 /WF.DBLOT.BLDG
1 1 -055 / WF.HLS LOT 535£LD6
11 1-24/ H-D LOT 155
111-25/H-DLOT 156
108-16/ hLD LOT 254
411-05/MSRLOTriH
423-09 / HIGH ST L/^ND, BLD6
111-26/I-LDL0T157
111-28/1-LDL0T159
1 3 1 -20 / t^CGH LOT 3A,BLDG5
131-19/riRDGHLOT3,BLDG
1
25- 1 4 / WF.V/LKR RDL0T.BLD65
LEVERING. CHESTER E & DEBRA J 107-26 / HLD LT 244.BLDG
CUR U
lOWNOt- SIODDAHD VALUAIION AND I AXES AS OF 09-01-94
OWNER OF RECORD
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA J
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F




LI6HTB0DY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LI6HTB0DY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LI6HTB0DY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LI6HTB0DY, JOHN L JR & KAREN
LI6HTB0DY, JOHN, 5R & PHYLLIS
LIGHTBODY, JOHN, 5R & PHYLLIS
LIGHTBODY, JOHN, 5R & PHYLLIS
LINO, DAVID
LIND, DAVID
LI STON, EVELYN Z
LIVING NETWORKS CORP.
LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDITH B,
LOUNSBURY, MARY C
LOWENTHAL, WILLIAM & GAIL M
LOY, REINHARDS 8> OLIVIA M
LUBLIN, GERALD R&SHERI H
LUND, EARLE L & MARY N
LYMAN, ROBERT % WILLIAM
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDIA
LYONS, THOMAS R.
MACALLI5TER, JOHN & JOAN
MACDONALD, EDWARD J & IRENE
MACEACHRAN. JOHN H S,
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A & ARLIE
MACKENZIE, WARREN A & ARLIE
MACKINNON, RONALD P &
MACKINTOSH, DONALD S & DONA
MADDEN, JOHN F & EVELYN
MADDEN, JOHN F & EVELYN
MADORE, NORMAN W
MADORE, NORMAN W
MA6NANI, GEORGE R & PAULA
TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
1 07-27 /H.D LOT 243






1 20-37 / FLA PARCEL B,BLD6
141-060/nLEL0T5B2U2
141-061 /liLE LOT 4B2U2
104-13 /'WF,PC LOT
405-0 13/ LAND-E/S DODGE FAR1 RD
405-03 / LAMO-E/5 DODGE FARM RD
405-04 / LAND-E/5 C06 FPM R),BLDGS
1 13-63 /LTBY LOT L9,BLDG5
1 1 3-72 /LTBY LOT L2t
405-01.1 /LANDOFF CHALET DRIVE
1 11-18 /HID LOT 129
1 1 1-30 /hLD LOT 161
1 1 8-57 /Wf,JLD LOT
126-12/RT 123L0T£LDGS
1 27-47 / WF,AND RD L0T,BLD6S
1 19-41 / \M^,CNGRVELOT 2,BLDGS
1 1 -046 / WF,H-S LOT S26,BLDG
1 39-03 & 44 / WF,CW L0T5,BLDeS
120-1 1/WF,FRL0T7.BLD6
420-30 / RT 1 23 LOT, ELD6S LOT LINE ADJ.
101-070 /WF,HL5 549, ShC





4 1 4-7.4& 4 1 5- 1 6.5 / CPV/ LOT 4 & \A/F,C6CP
415- 1 66 / WF.CGCP LOT 6£LDGS
1 34-23 / WF,TFD LOT I l.BLDGS
134-3 1 / ROAD -N/V
109-17 /hLD LOT 261
1 05-04/ WF,CARR LOT 1 7,BLDe5
415-17/WF,CPL0TrH
415-18/WF,CPL0T,BLDG
1 1 3-37 /CARR LOT 12E
1 13-41 / CARR LOT 13E,BLDG
1 07-20 /l-LD LOT 145
CUR U
1 OWN 01- SI ODDAHD VALUA 1 1 ON AND I AXES AS OF 09-0 I -94
QWNFR OF RFrORn
riAGRO, FRANK & ELIZABETH
MAHLAND, MARGARET A
MAILLET, CHARLES J & MARILYN
MAILLETTE, BERNARD F & NANCY
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY TRUST
MAJORS, JACK L & DIANE; ET
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN &
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLA M
MARA, PHILIP E & MAUREEN W
MARCHANO, JEAN-PIERRE
MARCINUK, ADAM & ROSE
MARCINUK, ADAM & ROSE
MARGONIS, MICHAEL & MARIE
MARINELLO. JOSEPH & DIANA
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN








MARREN. JOHN J. JR.
MARSH, LESTER, JR & D I ANNE I




MARTIN, ROGER E & JUDITH W
MARTINA6E, KATHI & SCOTT
MARTLAND, WALLACE A &





MAT50N, STEVEN C & NANCY N
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N
TAX MAP ' / PFSfRIPTION
1 19-39 / W}fMn LOT 16,BLDG5




1 1 5-64/ WF,5LE LOT 32,BLD6S
141-026 /MLE LOT 2B7U2
141-027 /MLE LOT 1B7U2
1 08-25 /HLDLT248A
1 07-04 /HLD LOT 21 2A
1 1 9-06 /)-LD LOT 102
119-05/hLDLOT103
107-12 /HLD LOT 303
101-011 /US LOTSl 17
1 1 -056 / V/F,H.S LOT 536£LDG
129-12/RT 123 LOT
1 02-049 / WF,HLS LOT 567JBLD6
114-16/'WF,B&EL0T4
1 1 4- 1 7 / WF,B&E LOT 3,BLDGS
1 35-06 /RT 123L0T,BLDeS
101-108 TO 113 /H5LOTSS301 TO S306
101-I16& 117/ KJ5 LOTS 5309,5310
102-081 /V^.hLS LOT 5225
1 02- 1 1 & 1 1 1 / HL5 LOT 5286,5287
102-1 16 /hLS LOT S292
1 03-07 /WF.HLS LOT 5501
103-12/HLLOT
1 38-34/SPRaO LOT 5,BLDG
120-15/HLAL0T19
112-14/Vi/F,HLDL0T330
41 1 -07 TO 09 / h5R L0T5£LD65
1 02-086 8. 087 / VvF.HLS LOTS 5220,52 1
9
1 02-C9 1 TO 094 / HJ5 LOTS 5267-5270
121-18/FRMNLOTD
131-12/RT123L0T,BLDG
1 02-070 & 07 1 / WF,I-L5 S236,S235,BLDG
1 02- 1 06 TO 1 08 / HLS LOTS S282-S284A
1 26-56 / WF,5TN RD L0T,BLDG5
411-11.1/SBAL0T7
41 4-7.32 / LOT 3B, CPW, SEC 2
415-I62/WF,C6CPL0T2
1 10-03 /SLE LOT 32
1 10-04/ SLE LOT 31,BLD6
CUR U
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES AS OF 09-01
OWNER OF RECORD
riATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N





MCCARTHY, THOMAS J & SUSAN
MCCLELLAN & MCMAHON
MCCORMACK, CHRISTOPHER &
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &
MCCULLOUGH, HUGH & VIOLET E
MCDONOUGH, MARTHA &
MCENANEY. ELEANOR &
ncGo^m. PAUL w & joyce k
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K
MCGOWAN, PAUL W. & JOYCE K.
MCGOWAN, PAUL W & JOYCE K
MCIVER, KIM & BRIAN
MCKELVEY. HARRY S. & SHARON
MCKINLEY, MICKY
MCKINLEY, MICKY
MCLAUGHLIN, ROBERT G. &
MCLELLAN & MCMAHON
MCMAHON, TERRENCE S &
MCNEISH, CLEO J & MARION E,
MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE D
MCPADOEN, MICHAEL & JUDITH
MEAD0W5END TIMBERLANDS
MEAUSKY, JAMES & MAUREEN
MEDNIS, ARVIDS
MEDNIS, ARVIDS
MEDNIS, ARVIDS, ANNA; ETALS
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B









TAX MAP » / DESCRIPTION




tIEUSE, CLARENCE J & CHRISTINE
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY N
MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARY M
MILDICE, VICKI (MARSHALL)
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L





MINIE, DONALD E & MARY ELLEN
MINION, GAEL R & TYREE
MINTON, TYREE G^ & GAEL R
MIXA, THOMAS
MCE. W WEST & RUTH H
MOLESKY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL f
M0LE5KY, ANTHONY T & ETHEL r
MONIZ, MARK
MONTINERI, PAUL &50NIAL
MONTINERI, PAUL & 50NIA L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONIA L





MONTY, KEVIN & KENDALL,
MOODY, ERNEST R & YVONNE
MOONEY, JOHN
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, WARREN F, SR
MORRIS. JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERT W & MARIANN
MOULTON, ALAN H & NANETTE L
MOWAT, WILLIAM, JR &
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MUNDACA INVESTMENT CORP.
MUNOY, DARYL L & SUSAN A
I OWN OH 5I0DDARD VALUATION AND TAXES AS OF 09-01





MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURDOUGH. NANCY A.
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, FRANCIS T & HILDA
MURPHY, JAMES F & JUDITH A










NAULT, LEO J; ETALS
NAULT, LEO J; ETALS
NEILL, HOWARD
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS A
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEWBY, JOHN R. & RENEE I.
NICHOLAS, JOSEPH T &
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE. HEIRS
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE, HEIRS
NICHOLS, HERBERT B & CHESTER
NICHOLS, HERBERT B & CHESTER
NICHOLS, MILDRED J
NICHOLSON, BARBARA L
NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN M
NORTON, SARAH H
NUTTING, JOHN & MARILYN L
O'DELL, PATRICIA & CURTIS
OBRIEN, JEREMIAH J & JOAN M
424-01 /NaSONTLBACKLAND 140
1 37-47 & 59 /V/F,GLL0T,BLD6S o.A
408-2 1.2 /RT 123 LOT 5,1
1 39-45 /WF.GLLOT^LDGS o.3
424-22 /ATENRD LOT e.O
135-23.1 /RT 123 L0T,BLD6 0.
1
1 1 3-68 & 69 / LTBY LOT L5,L4, BLD6
1 ,
6




121-21.2 /WF,CmL LOT 3 50
120-22/ WF.HU^ LOT 3 o.7
120-25&30/HLAL0TI0 2.0
1 20-33 /HLA LOT 18 1.2
1 20-34/HLA LOT 17 o.7
1 20-23 / WF,hlA LOT 2,BLDe 0.8
118-21/ WHTY LOT 33,BLDG 2.3
118-22/WHr('L0T34 2.4
108-11 /hLD LOT 275 3.1
11 3-65 /LTBY LOT L7,BLD6 1,2
136-13/DAM,I5U\NDP0ND o.5
1 37-89 & 423-18 /RT 9 LOT o.5
407-05 /PITO£RIiTN FIRE TOWER 5.0
4 13-08 /"TWIN ARCH RESERVE" 0.8
42 1 -05 /RT 9 BUFFER LOT o.5
422- 14/ RT 9 BUFFER LOT 1.2
423-12/
423-17/RT9L0T,t€WSTATE5F€D 7.3
126-01 /OCR LAND 200
126-10/WF,DBLOT,BL[X55 0.6
t40-25/rLELOT 13B4UI o.2





1 1 4-03 / WF,TmN LOT 3,BLDG5 2.
1 37-53 & 54 /WF,6LL0T,BLDG 0.6
137-75/ OFF NBR LOT 0.4
420-31 /RT 123 LOT, BLD6S 1.9
126-14/RT123L0T,BLD6S 1.1
414-07.6 /CPW LOT 6 5.1
41 5- 1 6. 1 / WF.CeCP LOT 1 ,BLDG 2.0
VALUE ^
I OWN Oh b I ODDAKL) VALUA I ION AND I AXhS AS OF 09-0 I -94
OWMFR OF RFrnpn
GBR I EN, MARIE E
OBRIEN, MAURICE E, JR




GKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
GKE, GARY R & REBECCA
GKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OLEYAR, GEORGE J, JR & DONNA
OLSON, ALBERT F. & RENICE E.
OLSON, BETSY N
OLSON, BETSY N &
GNEILL, EDWARD M & STEPHANIE
ORMON, ri DALE & MARY J;
GRMOND, JEREMIAH J &
0SEN6A, WILLIAM, JR
OSGA, MANUELA H & KEITH M
OSGA, MANUELA H & KEITH M
GSHELL, LEROY JOHN & CHARITY
OSTROWSKI, EDWIN J & VITA M
GSULLIVAN, JOSEPH W & TERESA



















TAX MAP * / nrsPRiPTinN
l05-44/Srt^L0T,BLDGS
141-092/liLEL0TnB7U3
1 35-36 / V^F.TFD LOT K 1 ,BLDG5
408-07 / RT 1 23 L0T,rH,BLD6S
1 1 5-59 & 60 / WF.SLE LOTS 36,37,BLDG
1 02-030 & 03 1 / HL5 LOT Sg6,597,BLDG




1 26-53 / •MILL VILLAGE STORE'
106-12/ FLD LOT 310
1 02-099 TO 1 02 / 1-15 LOTS S275-S278
1 34-42 /WF, I PLOT
1 35-22 & 23 / RT 1 123 LOTS.BLDG
1 16-03 /5LE LOT 3 14
101-097T0099/WF,hL5
I18-33/SLEL0T6.BLDG




133-16/ WF.TFD LOT D6.BLDG








119-16/ SLE LOT BIIB
131-04/ WF.DB LOT
131-25.1 /RT 123 LAND
132-10/ IPLOr
140-18/n£L0T









I OWN Oh SIODDARO VALUAIION AND lAXhS AS OF 09-01-94
OWNER OF RECORD
PANCIERA, NEIL






PARKER, CECIL W& ALICE R
PARKER, JAMES E
PARROT, TED & PAMELA
PATNODE, DOROTHY A
PATTERSON, RICHARD W &
PAUL, ROBERT A
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY
PEFFERS, WILLIAM F. LAURETTE
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P & SERI K
PELLETIER, 6ERALDM
PELLET lER, ROGER R & RENA C




PERRON, ROBERT F & SUZANNE F
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,









PHALON, ROBERT W 8. PHYLLIS
PHANEUF, ROGER K. & CINDY J.
PHELAN, LINDA E & ALAN P
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P. & NORA
TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
411-11.7/ SBALOT 1
1 22-09 / WHTY LOT 30B,BLD6S
141 -099 / MLE LOT 1 4B5U3.CAMP
141-lOO/n.ELOT l5B5U3,C/4nP
418-01 /BAa<b\ND
1 1 3-54 / LTBY LOT L 1 4.BLD55
1 1 3-55 /LTBY LOT
1 1 -059 / V/FH5 LOT S39.BLDSS
1 3 1 -26 / hM)6H LOT 1 6,BLDeS
1 32- 1 6 / ^ri&A LOT 3.BLDG
1 37- 1 2 / WF.RT 9,GL LOT,BLDGS
1 27-32 & 33 / WF/ND RD LOTS,BLDGS
1 24-09 / VvF,L5U LOT 4£L[X55
1 06-04 / l-LD LOT 304.BLD6
1 22-07 / VvHTY LOT 28ABLDGS
1 02-088 / 'WF,I-LS LOT 52 1 8,BLDG5













408-22 / RT 1 23 LAN3.BLDe5
1 20- 1 42 /B/P LOT 30 (1/6 INT)
1
20- 1 43 / B/P LOT 30 1 ( 1 /6 INfT)
1 20-1 44 / B/P LOT 302 ( 1 /6 IWT)
104-19/'WF,CARRL0TS3,11A
1 2 1 -08 / 'WF,FRns| LOT 4,BLD6S




1 1 1-01 /KJ) LOT 216
PHELPS, TIMOTHY P & NORA ANN 1 29-02 / MSR LOT,BLDGS
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A 8. 419-IO/CNr('RDlAND,BLD6S
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET 135-41 T043/TFDL0TS(l/9 INfT)
CUR U
I OWN 01- S I ODUAUD VALUA I ION AND I AXbS AS OK 09-0 1 -94
owNFR OF RFrnnn
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET
PHILLIPS, JOHN N & HARRIET




PHILLIPS, WILLIAM D &
PICKEREL COVE, LTD,
PICKERING, BRIAN L
PIEHL, GEORGE W & EMILY
PIEHL. GEORGE W.& EMILY
PIKE, RICHARD, SR.
PINCIARO. ANTHONY F & CLAIRE
PISANI, JOSEPH J & JUDITH N
PLANTE, AVIS ME
PLAUT, N MICHAEL
PLOTTS, GERALD I NE M
PLOTTS, GERALD I NE M
PLOTTS. GERALD I NE M
PLOTTS, GERALD I NE M
POLDERMAN, BRUCE L.
POLIFRONE, JOHN & LUCILLE M.
POLIFRONE. JOHN & LUCILLE &
POLIFRONE, LUCILLE & JOHN
POLLARD, KENNETH A,
POLLOCK, JAMES R
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEAN M
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEAN M
POLOCZANSKI, ANTHONY 5 &
POLOCZANSKI, ANTHONY S &
PORTER, GEORGE L; REALTY, INC
PORTERFIELD, DOROTHY COLLEEN
POST, GEOFFREY W & MARGO L
POTHIER, LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, JAMES D & PATTI A
POWER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A
PRACON, JOHN J & HELEN M
PRATT, BRADLEY C & BRIAN
PRATT. BRADLEY C &
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
TAX MAP » / PFSCRIPTinU
1 35-49 /BEACH (I /9im")
1 35-53 / WF.TFD LOT L6.BLD6S
l35-54/WF,TFDL0TLll
l22-02/WHr('L0T58
1 22-25 / 'WF.WHTY LOT 4,BLD6
1 04-09 / WF,BUT LOT 3.BLDGS
1 04-07 & 08 / Vif.BUT LOT 1 ,BLCX3
105-48/ LTBY LOT L 15
408-23 / RT 1 23 LAND.BLD6S
411-01/ CPR/MST LAND,BLDGS
414-09/CPRLAhD





1 3 / HLD LOT 309,BLDGS
1 38- 1 3 & 46 / Wf,6L L0T.BLD6S
40 1 -0 1 / LOT-STODOARD/MARLOW TL
408-




41 9-09 / CNTY RD LOT.nH,SHED
131-21/ MRDGH LOT 4,BLD65
1 3 1 -44 / MRDGH LOT 7,BLDG5
1 25-32 / WFri&A LOT 5.BLD6
1 25-27 /5hR LOT.BLDG5
102-067 TO 069 /VvF.hLS
102-109/FtSLOTS285
1 26-62 / WF, 5TN RD LOT.BLDG
1 26-63 /WF.STNRD LOT
1 27-50 & 5 1 / WF/MD RD L0T5£LDG5
114-09/WF,B&EL0T7,BLDG
109-01 /HD LOT 296
tl0-25/H.DL0T63
1 26-58 / WF.STM RD LOT 4,BLDG
408-01 /RT 123L0T,BLDG5
1 24- 1 / WF.LSU LOT 5,BLD6
422-203 /PRAnL0T3
422-03 /RT 9 LAM3.BLDGS
134-15/TFDL0TJ13
422-05 /RT 9 LAND, BLD6SPRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C
PRATT, BRADLEY C, JR &DENISE 422-20 1 / PRAH LOT 1
PRATT. BR I AN C & SANDRA L 422-20.2 / PRATT LOT 2. MH
CUR U
I OWN 01- blODDARL) VALUAIION AND lAXt5 AS OF 09-01-94
OWNER OF RECORD
PRATT, CHARLES F
PRATT, CHARLES F & MARY M
PRATT, HOWARD
PRE5C0TT, SREGG S & GAIL A
PRE5TIA, ARTHUR B& VAN
PRICE BONNIE
PRICE no, TREVOR R P
PRICE no, TREVOR R P
PRIEST, DORMAN E
PRIEST, RUTH
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR, DANIEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASKA, CHARLES R & ELLEN
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P
TAX IIAP ' I DESCRIPTION
422-2.2 /RT 9
422-01/RTgL0T,BLDG5
1 37- 1 / WF,RT 9.6L L0T,BLD6S




1 36-26 /TFD LOT A6
1 03-06 /wf^hl lot, bld6s
1 37-23 /brkwf,ba:klot
1 1 -020 / wfjhl5 lot 55 1 ,bld65
1 1 -02 1 to 023 / wf,i-ls 52.53.54,bld&s
1 24-25 & 26 / lsu lot 44,blcx5s
1 15-05,06,10/ sle lots 1 1,1 1m2,bld6
1 15-08 /5LE LOT
1 15-1 1&12/SLE LOTS I4,14A
1 02-009 /hLS LOT S77
102-010/ FLS LOT S78
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P 1 02-047 / 'WF>HLS LOT S65,BLD6S
PRUNIER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN P 102-048 / WF,HLS LOT 566,BLDG
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF W 1 27-52 / ELEC LII^S,AM) RD LOT
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R 1 05-07 & 08 / V<F,CARR TK
1
,2,hARINA
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R 1 05-24 / CARR TRK 3
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R 1 05-^ / CARR TRK 4BLDG5
PUTNAM, PATRICIA E& NATHAN 408-11 & 1 2 / QUEEN ST L/4^D,BLDG
QUEREUX, ALFRED E & EDITH
QUIST, OLIVER P& MURIEL n





RANDLES, V/ESLEY C & BLANCHE
RASI, RONALD T & HELEN A
RAUDONIS, SOPHIE
RAUDONIS, SOPHIE
RE/kD, EDWIN 6 & REIDLINGER,
READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, WALTER & JOAN
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
REED, RAYMOND E
136-27,28.30,31 / VvF,TFD
1 36-05 TO 07 / WF.TFD LOTS M6n7,BLD6S
107-03 /HLD LOT 212
1 35-03 /RT I23L0T,BLD6S
1 38-08 /WF.GLL0T,BLD5
1
33- 1 5 / WF,TFD LOT D5,BLD6
134-16/RT 123L0T£LDGS
105-14/ WF.H.L0T,BLD6S
1 27-24 / WPyyvlD RD L0T,BLD6S
42 1 -22 / BBR LAJ^JD, BLDG5
421-24/BBRLOT
420-12/RT9LAhD,BLD6S




1 27-3 1 / WF,AhD RD LOT,BLDG
422-19/RT9UiM),m
CUR U
I OWN Oh b I ODUAUL) VALUA I ION AND I AXtS AS OF 09-0 I -94
OWNFR OF RFrORn
REED, RAYMOND E &
REED, RAYMOND E &
REED, RAYMOND E &
REGEN5BUR6ER, ALBERT F, JR &
REGEN5BURGER. ALBERT F, JR &






REMILLARD, FRANCIS P &
RESCSAN5K1, WILLIAM J. &
REVICKI, ALBERT P & DELORES T
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR
R I CEOPPO, LAWRENCE E
RICHER, EVERETT
RICHER, EVERETT
RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J.
RICK, MARC D & CAROLYN J
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RIE5ENBERG, JEROME C &
RIE5ENBERG, JOHN J, JR &
RIN6LAND, VERA ESTATE
RIOUX, WILLIAM E & CYNTHIA J





RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RITCHIE, KENNETH H & BARBARA
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHY M & MARY E
ROBERTS, DONALD W. & DORIS
ROBERTS, DONALD W. & DORIS
ROBIDOUX, ARLENE F
ROBILLARD, VIRGINIA
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEAN h
ROCKWELL, EARL A & BARBARA





1 08-26 /H_D LOT 241
1 02-043 /W,rt.S LOT 56
1
113-70 /LTBf LOT L2A
113-73 /LTBY LOT L2
424-10/ /iRKVC LOT 9
424-33 /AfiKWO LOT 14
1 41 - 1 07 / MLE LOT 1 5B4U3.C/iMP
1 36-37 /WF.TFD LOT B2
408-06 /RTl 23 LOLBLDG
1 09-08 /SDC LOT 267
1 26-07 /'WF,DB LOT
1 26-08 /'WF,DBL0T,BLDG5




113-62/ LTBY LOT L 10
1 02-072 & 073 / VvF.HLS LOTS S234,S233
102-105/HLSL0TS28I
419-041 /CMTYRD LOT
42 1 -06 / GRAY LOT S.BLDGS
420-20 & 25 /OKCR LAND
1 39-20 /CV/ LOT
1
39-
1 6 & 1 7 / CW L0TS,BLDG5
1 38-03 /WF,6LL0T,BLD6S
1 38-06 /N5R LOT
138-51 /NSR LOT
1 38-02 & 52 / Wf,6L L0T,ELD6S
132-15/WFri&AL0T2
132-14/ WFri8<A LOT 1,BLD6S
132-l7/n8<ALCrr4
11 8- 1 3 / WHIY LOT 23,SHED
11 3-64 /LTBY LOT L8,BLDe
1 2 1 -03 / WF, FFTM LOT,SI-ED
121-17/FRMNLOTE
1 37-42 /SBRLOT,BLDGS
1 17-16/ H.D LOT 22
n0-14/HJDL0T279,BLD6
420-28 /RTl 23 LOT, BLD65
CUR U
I OWN Oh SIOODAUD VALUAIION AND I AXhS AS OH 09-01




R0ENT5CH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, FREDERICK P.
ROGAN, BRIAN E & AMY D
ROHR, THOMAS & JOAN
ROSEN, DANIEL & ROYEA,
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHN M & JOANNE
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE,
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KERI;
ROSS, WILLIAM F & KATHERINE E
ROWAN, MELVYN & ARLENE




ROY, ROGER G & THERESA C,
ROYEA, THEODORE E
RUMRILL, ALAN F & KIMBERLY A
RUMRILL, FRANCES P






RLTIRILL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL. FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, ROBERT R
RUSCIO, JOHN A & KATHERINE J
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE
RYDER, DALE, WENDY & DALENE




SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H
SAINT PIERRE, JEAN & JEANETTE
SAITAS, ALEXANDER S & ANNE N
SALESKl, EDMUND J & VIRGINIA L
SALESKI, EDMUND J & VIRGINIA L
SANDERS, HELEN W
1 26-64 & 65 / WF,5TN RD L0T,ELD6S o. 3
1 26-66 /STMRD LOT 0.4
1 26-4 1 / Vi'F,5hR LOT,BLDGS i , 3
1 26-06 / WF,DB LOT,BL[X35 0.
4
106-07/I-LDLOT315,BLDG 3.3
1 02-002 & 055 /V/F^ER LOT 2,BLDG 6.3




1 1 -075 / V/F>^LS LOT S54,BLDSS 0.
2
1 34-32 / WF,RT 1 23 LOT,BLDSS
i ,
1 07-08 /HJD LOT 209 1.4
1 40-32 /M£ LOT 9B7U1 0,1
1 25- 1 7 / \^f,WLKR RD L0T.BLD6 0.
137-17/ WFJ^T 9.6L L0T,BLD6 1
1 26-09 / WF.DB L0T.BLDG5 0.2
1 35-24 /RT 123 LOT 02
1 36-34/ WF,TFD LOT Bl.BLDG 0.4
1 13-21 / CARRLOT 8A,BLn55 0.6
410-07 /QUEET ST L0T,BLD6 6.0
1 37-76 /RT 9 LOTS 11
1 37-77 / RT 9 L0T5,BLDGS 0.5
1 37-78 /N5R 1.3
4l5-08T011/B/Oqj^0FFCP 129.6
415-36/WF,CPL0T 17
423-02 / CONANT PASTURE. (CE)
423-04 /BACKED OFF NSR (CO 11.3




3- 1 4 & 1 5 / WF.W&H LOTS 5,6,BLD& 0.
7
116-17/H.DL0T44 2.0
1 16-18/ HD LOT 43 2.
1
10 1-067 /VVF,HLS LOT S46£LDG 0.2
1
20-
1 42 /B/P LOT 30 (1/6 INT) 2.3
120-143 /B/P LOT 301 (1/611^) aS
120-144/B/PLOT30.2(l/6im") 04
1 10-C9 / HLD LOT 286A.BLDGS
1 ,6
11O-I0/HLDLOT285 2.2
1 37-63 /NSRL0T,BLDGS 07
119-11 /SEE LOT Bl 03
1 35- 10 & 1 1 / RT 123 L0T5,BLDGS 0.3
1 35-33 / WF.TFD LOT K4 (ROV/) 0.
1 05- 1 0, 25, 26 / WF,I-L L0T,BLD6 0.5
TOTAL J^,






SARCIONE, JOSEPH A & BONITA
SAUNDERS, ROBERT n &
SAUNDERS, ROBERT M &
SAWISKI, P PAUL &MARY
SAWYER, BRIAN V.
SAWYER. DAVID A 8. KATHLEEN
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN
SAWYER.PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER, PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER.PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER,PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER.PHYLLIS C & THIBAULT,
SAWYER, TYLOR & HEAFEY,
SAWYER, TYLOR V. JR.
SCHELLENS, EDWARD J &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCHILLEMAT, EDWARD R & RITA
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCHLEY. FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCHWARTZ. MARY N & EUGENE J
SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN
SEABURY, KENDALL MICHAEL &
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN
5EAVER, LANNY R & JUDITH 6
SEAVER, LANNY R & JUDITH G
SECCO, JOHN J & DOROTHY S
SELINES, FELIX E & NATALIE B
SEMSEL. MARY E. ET AL
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHANK, C EDWARD &
SHARP, RICHARD P & SUSAN P
SHARPE, ROBERT M. 1 1 1 & KAREN
SHATTUCK, FRANZ C.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES AS OF 09-01-94
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
1 28-05 /RT 123L0T£LDG5
1 27-30 / \VF,AND RD PENN,BLD6
408-20 / RT 1 23 LOT£LCX55
113-59/LTBYL0TLIl,BLDSS
116-12 /HLD LOT 49,ELDG
1 22-35 /HL LOT. BLDG
1 36-43 / WF.TFD LOT B7,BLDGS
139-18&I9/CWL0TS,BLD6
ll3-57/LTBYL0TL4,BLDS
1 1 1-20 /HJD LOT 131
1 1 1-21 /FLD LOT 132
ni-27/l-LDL0T158
1 25-03 /ZR LOT
1 26-45 /ZR LOT
1 26-50 /WF.ZRLOLBLDGS
1 30-18 /'WF.DBLOT.BLDG
1 38-36 / SPRaO LOT 3,BLD6
1 38-38 /SPRCLD LOT 1,BUDS
1 27-04 /RT 123LOT.BLCX35
1 39-27 & 34 /WF.CW LOTS
1 1 9-24 / WF.JLD LOT 24,BLD6
1 35-09 /RT 123L0T3LDG5
11 1-33 /FLD LOT 140
110-15/FLDLOT279A,BLDG
110-16 /FLD LOT 276B
110-17 /FLD LOT 278
110-18 /FLD LOT 277
126-11 /WF.DBL0T.BLDG5
130-15/ RT 123 LOT
42 1 - 10 / RTS 9/ 1 23 L0T,BLDGS,I^
1 1 2-05 /WFhLD LOT 324
1 02-050 & 05 1 / VvF,FLS S68,S693LDG
422-10 /RT 9 BACKL/VvD
109-02 /FLD LOT 297
41 5-07 / BACKLAND OFF CPR
1 05-43 /Vvf.CARRLM)
105-47/ LTBY LOT L 16
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 404-01 / WILLIAMS FjNilLY FOREST
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 405-05 / CHARLES PEIRCE RES^LDGS
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH 41 9-03.2,06. 1;07 1.07.3 / DANIEL UPTON
50CI ETY FOR THE PROTECT I ON OF 404-Q2 / D00C3E LANO.BLDGS
SPADARO, ANTHONY & ANNETTE 1 04- 1 8 / WF.CARR LOT 4\BLDGS
SPAGNULO, ALMA & LAWRENCE, 422-t5/RT9LAhO,BLD6S
SHEA, SHAWN C & SUSAN B
SHEPARD, EFFIE S, ETALS
SHEPARD, RUTH M.
SHIA, WEI LEE & MARY K
SIEOAL, JEFF R& EILEEN B
SILVIA. ANTHONY & MARY M
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J.
SIMONETTI, CLIFFORD P; ETALS
SINCLAIR, ALICIA G
SINDONI, JOSEPH C & OADAMO,
SINDONI, JOSEPH C & DADAMO,








SMALL, JAMES C. JR &
SMALLEY, JON M & GERALD I NE M
SMITH, BRUCE M. & NANCY E.
SMITH. CARL J & LINDA B
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, KATHLEEN A. & DEMER5.
SMITH, KATHLEEN A & DEMER5,
SMITH, ROBERT A
SMITH, ROSS 6, III & MARY A
SMITH, SANDRA
SMITH, WILFRED A
SMITH, WILLIAM J & NANCY A
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF NH
I OWN 01- b 1 OUUAKU VALUA I ION AND I AXES AS OF 09-0 1 -94
OWNFR OF RFrORD
5PAK0WSKI, GEORGE & JANE
5PAK0W5KI, GEORGE & JANE
SPALLONE. JOHN W & CELESTE I
SPRUCELAND OWNERS ASSOC,
STAATS, ALBERT J & LINA
STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STAPLES, STEPHEN G. &
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD & SUSAN
STASIOWSKI, JOHN
STEELE, ROGER L & JANET M














































STONE, FREDERICK G & MAUDE h
STONE, JANE C.
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN
STONE, RICHARD L., SR.
STONE, THEODORE J & KAROLA
STONOHA, ROBERT R & PATRICIA
STRONG. ALLIE B & GERALD I NE V
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA 5
STUCKY, FRANK T, 1 1 1 & LINDA 5
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDAS
STUCKY, FRANK T, III & LINDA 5
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW &
SULLIVAN, HAROLDJ & ANTONIA
SWASEY, DORA L & MCI NT I ER,
SWEENEY, LOIS B
SWEENEY, SHIRLEY &TOSI,
SWEENEY, SHIRLEY & TOSI,
SWETT, HERBERT & MARY
SYSYN, DAVID A
SZCZURKO, DANIEL J &
SZUMASKE, JOSEPH T & FAY L
TARANTINO, GINO &
TARCZAL, BELA & JANICE V
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TARR, JEFFREY A & ROBIN
TAYLOR, DONALD W
TAYLOR, JAMES D & SUZANNE M
TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
1 28-04 / "HISTGRICA. SOCIETY'
1 28-10 /'TOWN HALL"
1 29-07 /FIRE POO l-EADOW
129-08 /FIRE POND
129-09/ 1 834 LOT
129-1 3 /"DAVIS LIBRARY"
134-13/TFDL0TJ12
134-14/ TFD LOT 13A
135-26 /"IP BOAT LA^DIN6"
14O^I/Ii-EL0T4B4J4
141-009 /MLE LOT -CIUI
141-093/MLELOT 10B7U3
4 1 0-05 / J F/^OKhER ELB1 SCHOOL
4 1 5-22 / "CP BOAT IAW\ N6"
1 1 -082 & 083 / V/F,HLS 52
1 452 1 3,BLDG
1 37-44 & 62 / WF,eL LOT.BLDGS
1 08-05 / H.D LOT 283A,BLDG
IIS-OS/WHTYLOTS^BLDG
1I7-10/H.DLOT33
1 1 2-08 /HJD LOT 327
1 1 -060 / VvF.hLS LOT 540,BLDG
116-01 /H.DL0T31
1I6-02/H.DLOT30
1 16-08 /hLD LOT 25A
1l7-0g/HLDLOT32,BLD6S
1 15-16/ SLE LOT 15,BLDG
1 3 1 -36 & 37 / M^DGH LOTS 23,24 BLD6S
420-32 / RT 1 23 LOT^SHEDS
415-05/WF,CPL0T,BLDG
1 02-065 & 066 / WF.HLS S241 ,S240,BLDG
1 02- 1 1 2 & 1 1 3 / HLS LOTS 5288,5289





1 22-06 / WHTi' LOT 28B,eLD6S
1 1 3-02 & 03 / W&H LOTS 1 4, 1 3,BLDGS
1 13-04/ W&H LOT 12
1 13-05 /W&HLOT II
113-09/V/F,W8<HLOT 1
1 02-028 & 029 / HLS LOT S94S95,BLDG
1 26-69 /RTl 23 LOT£LDGS
CUR U
I OWN Oh STODDARD VALUA I I ON AND I AXbS AS OF 09-0 I -94
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES AS OF 09-01









TWING, ELIZABETH - ESTATE
UDE, ARTHUR H & LORRAINE M
UNBEKANT, DONALD E & M
URSINI, IGOR & CAROL ANN







VAN hALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL S
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR; ETALS
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR; ETALS
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VERNER, MARGARET M




VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VOLBERG, ANGELA M
VOLBERG, PETER H
VON 5NEIDERN, PETER &
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, DARRELL A & JOAN A;
WAGNER, JOAN A; ETALS
WALKER, EDWIN M & NORMA V
WALKER, EDWIN M & NORMA V
WALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA B,
WALLACE, EDWARD R. & RONALD
WALLACE, EDWARD R & RONALD
WALLACE, JULIA M
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
402-02 / LAND-STDDRD/W5HNSTN TL 672.0
I34-19/TFDL0TI5,BLD6 1.4
1 34-20 /TFD LOT 16, BLD6
1 34-25 / WF,TFD LOT 18A (ROW) 0.0
1 34-26 / WF.TFD LOT I7A (ROW) o.O
1 41 -032 / MLE LOT 1 2B4U2 o.2
119-31/ WF,JLD LOT 1 8,BLDGS 0.5
1 1 5-53 / WF,SLE LOT 46.BLDC35 0.
6
1 03-03 /WF,ATK LOT 11 5.0
1 33-22 /WF,TFD LOT Fl 7
1 02-035 TO 038 / HL5 5 1 1 -5 1 04.BLDG5 0.
8
126-34/ OAR L0T,BLD6 0.6
1 30-0 1 / RT 1 23 LAND,BLD6S 1 0.
420-09 /LOT OFF RT9,BLDG 3.3




121-02 /WF,MANMTRK I,BLD6 7.5
1 1 5-58 / WF,SLE LOT 3B/39,BL[X3 0.
5
1 05-35 /WF,hLL0T.BL[X5 0.2
105-37&38/WF,CARRP/«CI&ll 0.8
1 10-41 /SLE LOT 24 o.9
I10-42/SLEL0T23 o.9




1 34-30 / WF.TFD LOT I4,BLDG 0.6
415-19/Vi'F,CPL0T,BLD6 0.3
115-54/WF,HLDL0T 116A 1.3
1 1 5-55 / WF.SLE LOT 42,BLDe5 0.
3
1 1 9-27 / WF,JLD LOT 2 1 .BLDGS 0.7
119-29/WF,JLDL0T20 o.5
419-11/ CNTY RD LOLBLDS 5.2
1 24-36 / WF. KII^ALL ISLD.BLGS 2.9
1 24-37 /WF, ISLAND 0.
1
1 24-33 /WF,LSU LOT 22,BLDQ o.4
1 36- 18 & 19 /WF.TFD LOTS A3,A4BLDG 0.6
1 36-24 /WF,TFD LOT A8,BLD65 o.3
125-18/WF,WLKRRDL0T.BLDGS o.4
105-11 /WF,I-L LOT 0.2





I OWN Oh 5I0L)UARD VALUATION AND 1 AXES AS OF 09-01-94
OWNER OF RFCORO
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M





WARD, FRED & PASTORIZA,
WARNER, ROBERT J & SUSAN L
WASHUTA FAMILY TRUST
WASHUTA, JOHN R & DIANE
WASLEY, RICHARD S & BARBARA
WATKINS, DONALD L & EILEEN B
WATSON, EARL W & PAULINE N
WATSON. EARL W & PAULINE N
WATSON, JOHN P
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
TAX MAP * / PFSCRIPTION
I05-I8/HLL0T
1 04-22 &23 / WF,CARR LOTS 1 ,2,BL0GS
1 27-46 / WF,AND RD LOT^LDG
1 35-32 / WF,TFD LOT K5,BLD6S
1 15-27 /SLE LOT 61
1 36-36 / TFD LOT B 1 0£LD6S
42I-I2/RT123LAM)
108-21 /KD LOT 25 l.BLDG
1 1 5-43 & 44 / Vif,SLE LOTS 55,56,BLDG
421 -03 / GRAY LOT 3,BLDG5
1 1 4-04 / 'WF.TU^ LOT 2,BLDG
106-O3/l-lDL0T3l8,BLDG
1 02-06 1 & 062 / WF.HLS 5245,S244,BL[X5
1 02- 1 1 4 & 1 1 5 / HLS LOTS S290.S29
1
1 1 -072 & 073 / WF.HLS S5 1 ,S52,BLD6S
141-057/ri.EL0T8B2U2
1 41 -058 / rLE LOT 7B2U2rH
WEAVER, DOROTHY E & WALLACE 408-27 /RTE 123L0LBLD5
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
WEBER, MICHAEL A.
WEEMS, GERALD L 5> MAJOR IE M
WEGIEL, HENRY W & MARY S
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED 409-02 / BACKL^D
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED 409-03 / BACKLAND
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED 416-04/ BACKLAND
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED 4 16-06 /BACKLAND
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS, FRED 4 16-07 /BACKLAND
1 30-10 /W.OFR LOT
1
30-
1 1 & 1 2 / WF,D6 LOT,BLDGS
41 4-07.7 / CPW LOT 7,BLD6
131-27/nRDGHLOT I5,BLDB5
no- 19 /SLE LOT 94
114-01 /WF,HLLOT,BLDG
WELLS, GLYNN C & PATRICIA J








WETMORE, GEORGIA T &
WHEELER, JOHN L
WHEELER, RICHARD K & THEO C
WHELIHAN, AUSTIN R.B.
WHITCOMB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
WHITCOMB, ARTHUR CONST CO,
1 35-30 & 3 1 / WF,TFD LOTS K6,K7.BLDG
42 1 -02 / GRAY LOT 2,BLDGS
1 05-20,2 1 & 28 / H. LOTS, BLDG
1 05-29 /CARR LOT 1
106-19 /WF,HLDL0T,BLDG5
1 37-80 /RT 9 LOT
421-29/BACKLAM3CFFRT 123
421-30/BACKUNOOFF 123
1 37-03 / WF;^T 9,eL L0T,BLD6
1 38-28 & 29 / Wf,GL L0T,BLDGS
1 33- 1 9 / WF,TFD LOT E2,BLD65
113-52/L0T,BLD6S
11 1-10/ SLE LOT 153
111-11 /SLE LOT 86
CUR U






WHITE, REGINALD A & HAZEL L
WHITE, TIMOTHY & CHVATAL,
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, DONALD A, JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD & SHERMAN
WHITTEN, JANE A.
WHITTLE, MARY AGNES
WICHLAND, JOHN F & DAVID P
WICHLAND, JOHN F & DAVID P
WIEREN6A, RUTHC.
WILCZAK, JOHN J. & VIVIAN S.
WILDER, ALDEN E & ELIZABETH I
WILLARD, WILLIAM H





WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA
WILLIAMS, RODNEY
WILLIAMS, RODNEY & GARNETT,
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE
WILLIAMS, THURSTON V, ESTATE
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
W1LLI5T0N, HAMLIN L &
WILSON, CRAIG F & SUSAN B
WILSON, HENRY
WILSON, HENRY
WILSON, JAMES D & MARYANN
WILSON, JAMES D & MARYANN
WILSON, RICHARD F, JR &
Wl L50N, -R I CHARD F & VI V I AN A
WIRTH, DAVID J. & SUSAN L.
WIXON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOHLANDER, ROY A & ELAINE N
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA L
W0LLAE6ER, TIMOTHY J &
W0LLAE6ER, TIMOTHY J &
TAX MAP * / DESCRIPTION
422-25 /RT 9 LOT




1 02-003 & 054 / WF,MER LOT 1
1 03-09 /WF,HL5 LOT S503
1
03- 1 / WF.htS LOT S504,BLD6S
405-0 1 .2 / L>^DOF CHALET DR,BLDGS
129-141 /RT 123L0T,BLDGS
1 27-23 / WF,AND RD L0T,BLDGS
1 37-04 / WF,RT 9,a LOT.BLDGS
1 37-05 /WF,GL ACCESS LOT
1 24-23 / WF.LSU LOT 1 5,BLDG
126-35/ OAR L0T,BLDG5
1 02-052 / WH-i LOT 570£LD6
413-05 /OAR LAM). BLDG
1 37-88 /RT 9 LOT.BLDGS
137-14/ WF.GL ACCESS LOT
137-1 5/ WF.GL ACCESS LOT
423- 16/ SOUTH ST LOT
125-21 / WF,HL PerMINSULA
422-27 28 & 29 / SOUTH ST ID, BLDGS
420-22 / OKCR LAMD, BLDGS
421-11.1 /RT123L0T,BLDGS
403-03 /W/S 4.(1/2 INT)
403-05 / LANO-S/S WASHINGTONTL
112-11/ WF,XNES ISLD,BLDGS
112-12/ WF.SNORS TRK 2,BLD6S
1 03-02 / WF,ATK LOT 1 . BLDG
141-049 /MLE LOT 'e3U2
141-050 /liLE LOT 5B3U2
1 1 -088 TO 090 / WF,FLS S206-S208,BLD6
101-1 148. 1 15/HLSL0TSS307.S308
1 14-10/ SFRLOT
1 05-45 / LTBY LOT L 1 7, BLQGS
129-142/RT I23L0T£LDGS
1 37-45 & 6 1 / V/F,6L LOT.BLDGS
1 1 -09 1 & 092 / V/F,HLS S205,S204,BLDG
1 1 3-23 & 28 / CARR LOTS 1 X\D,GLDG
1 13-24&27/ CARR LOTS 1 IC/D
138-05/ WF.GL LOT.BLDG
1 38-48 /NSR LOT
CUR U
I OWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND I AXtS AS OF 09-01-94
QWNFR QF RFCQRD
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOOD, FRANCES h, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, JAMES C & MARTHA C
WOOD, RITA A
WOODBURY, JOHN H, III &
WOODCOCK, CHARLES M & POLLY
WOODCOCK, CHARLES M & POLLY
WOODS, DORIS H
WOODS, ROBERT P & CHERYL L
WOODS, ROBERT P & CHERYL L







WRIGHT, LAWRENCE B &
WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
WRIGHT, ROBERT &FEDAC
WYMAN, MARTHA J & BAILEY
YANKOVICH, DON: TRUSTEE FOR
TAX MAP * / nrSCRIPTION
1 38-49 /N5R LOT
1 38-50 /BACKLOT
129-01 /nSRLOT.BLDGS
1 29-03 / M5R LOT
1 35-27 / WF.TFD LOT K8,BLDGS
410-021 / CPR L/^, BLD6









1 34-0 1/RT 123 LOT
134-36/ IP LOT (ROW)
1 35-25 /RTl 23 LOT.BLDG
137-01/V,f,RT9GLL0T
1 37-02 /WF,RT9,6L LOT
1 26-73 / WF,RT 1 23 LOT,BLDG
1 26-38 /SFRLOLBLDGS
1 37-26 /V/F,GLL0T,BL[X3S
137-71/ OFF N5R LOT
121-21.1 /CGH-L0T2
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 1 38-25 & 32 / VvF,GL LOT.ELDGS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR & AGNES 423-03 / B/OI/^ND OFF N5R
YOCONO, THOMAS F, 5R
YORK, CURTIS & KATHLEEN
YOUNG, KENNETH F. & NEWTON,
YOUNG, RUSSELL A
ZAFFINO, SALVATORE & MARION
ZAJAC, ROBERT
ZEAMANS, ROBERT H &
ZELLER, ANN B.
ZELLER, MARY R C
Zl ARNOWSKI, DAVID M & LINDA
ZINN, FREDERICK A.
ZINN, FREDERICK A & GERALD I NE
ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M
1 38-35 / SPRCLD LOT 4BLDGS
135-15& 16/RT 123L0TS,BLD6
II 1-23 /FID LOT 1 54
118-38/H.DLOTll
120-12/ WF,FR LOT 8,BLDG5
1 26-05 /WF,DBL0T,BLDG5
403-02 / MlhJOTT SURVEY (I /5 INT)
126-16/ RT 123 LOT
1 26-17/ RT123L0T3LDGS
424-08 /ARKWD LOT II
125-01 /Sl-R LOT. BLD6S
1 25-09 /WF,H.L0T,BLD6S
1 02-060 / 'WF.H.S LOT S246.BLDG5
CUR U
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS:
PFVELOPMENTS
ATK
rAAAAAAAA
NOTES
150
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-
NOTES
151
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
NOTES
152


